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At Armstrong , we feel lim its shou ldn't be placed on your vis ion. That's why we now offer the widest array of 

vinyl floor ing co lors and designs - including 8 1 new colors across l 0 product lines. Plu s, our Custom Concepts 

service helps bring your most unique ideas to rea lity. And sin ce ou r colors are coordina ted ac ross shee t, 

©1998 Armstrong World Industries, Inc. Certain floor designs copyrighted by Armstrong. 



b r i n g your • • v1s1on t 0 i f e . 

tile and accessories , the entire floor becomes a sing le system . Of course , it a ll comes wi th our legendary 

performan ce, d urab ility and service. To rece ive a free , fou r-co lo r, 7 4-page 

@mstrong 
Commercial Floors Cata log, ca ll 1-800-292-6308. And let your vision take fl ight. 
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We Prefect 
Architectural Legacies 

from Unhealthy 
Embarrassments 

Photo courtesy of Bohoi Notional Center, Wilmette, Ill inois 

Nixa lite, the o riginal custom crafted , 
stainl ess steel architectural bird barrier has 
protected and preserved many architectural 
legacies for almost 50 years, including: 

•Disneyland 

• M c Dona lds 

• KF C 
• Sea World 

• O pryland 

•UCLA 

•Ford Moto r Co. 

•General Motors 

•McCormick Place 

•Indianapo lis Zoo 

•Harvard Unive rsity 

•Holiday Inn 

We ca n a lso protect yours. 

For more information: 

Ph:B00/ 624-11 89 Fax:B00/ 624-11 96 
Ph:309/ 755-877 1 Fax:309/ 755-0077 
Internet: http://www. nixa lite.com 
E-mail : nixalite@qconl ine.com 
Sweets l 0290/ NIX 
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Architects should protect 
the past, not re-create it. 

Countless historic treasures would have 
been lost in th is country since the 1960s 
were it not for the ardent voices and grow
ing political savvy of preservationists. But, 
in recent years, the preservation move
ment has become a parody of itself and its 
old enemies. Its champions have conflated 
the cause of protecting historic artifacts 
with the folly of contriving history itself. 
Thus, the mainstream preservat ion move
ment is in danger of becoming a reac
tionary caucus, or worse, another branch 
of paleontology, fascinated with the past 
for its own sake rather than as a font of 
wisdom for future generations. 

Look, for example, down 42nd Street in 
New York's Times Square. The street holds 
glorious recent examples of preservation's 
vi rtues, such as the New Amsterdam and 
New Victory theaters, both restored by 
Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates, along 

with Beyer Blinder Belle's transformation 
of the Lyric and Apollo theaters into the 
new Ford Center for the Performing Arts. 
Each of these projects faithfully steers a 
historic cultural asset in a new direction. 

But on the street, the story is much 
different. In 42nd Street's heyday, bright, 
flashing signs defined this unique block by 
trying to outshine one another in a spec
tacular display of capitalist brio. The post
war demise of the 42nd Street theater strip 
darkened many signs, but now the city is 
determined to bring them back by regula
tory writ. The joint city-state redevelop
ment authority running the show on 42nd 
Street hired architect Robert A.M . Stern 
and graphic designer Tibor Kalman to 
draft planning standards requiring spe
cific types of lighted signs across the 34 
buildings surrounding Times Square
with special emphasis on redecorating 
42nd Street. The rules take effect later this 
year, aiming to re-create the st reet's lost 
bazaar of incandescence. 

Mandates like this represent preserva
tion gone overboard. The rules sound 
harmless and fun, but they're actually a 

editorial 
cynical attempt to short-circuit reality. One 
might guess that today's impresarios 
vested on 42nd Street-big companies like 
Disney and Livent-would appreciate the 
legacy of the theater district's lights 
enough to illuminate the street to the hilt. 
But if new tenants aren 't interested, they 
shouldn 't be forced into such high-wattage 
forms of expression on a public street sim
ply because Stern, Kalman, and a clutch of 
officious bureaucrats command it. 

The line between descriptive and pre
scriptive preservation is fine. The signage 
requirements for Times Square are a 
pedantic contrivance, a mockery of the 
freewheeling bravado that once made the 
district dazzling. Worse, such rules infr inge 
on the pursuit of free enterprise and the 
protection of free expression by compelling 
a specific form of expression as a prerequi
site for setting up shop. 

But the 42nd Street signage pol ice are 
all of a piece with meddlesome design cops 
and historic review boards everywhere. For 
example, new development on the island of 
Nantucket is so strictly coded for lockstep 
conformity to its historic architecture that, 
as Boston architect Pamela Hawkes notes, 
" it's hard to figure out what's real there. 
Everything looks exactly the same." New 
Urbanists share a lot of the blame too, for 
the exhaustive, trifling covenants-dictat
ing every dimension, material, and color 
down to the width of wooden fence pick
ets-they impose on new neighborhoods 
that don't have a history. 

A number of smart preservationists 
continue to fight the good fight to protect 
our built history from philistine develop
ment across t he country (pages 76-81 , this 
issue). But serious preservationists should 
be wary of historicist hacks overstepping 
their territory for the sake of nostalgia, 
damaging the movement's credibility in the 
process. Because nostalgia, as French 
actress Simone Signoret once mused, is 
not what it used to be. 

The Editors 
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The Engineering Enterprise: Year 2, Day 95, 6 pm 

~ow Do You 
Design More V~lue 
Into The WorldS 
T~llest Building? 

Get the most value from your architectural designs 

and data with the Bentley Continuum, our unique 

approach to enterprise engineering for the life cycle. 

The Bentley Continuum is our comprehensive 

offering of software products 

and support services, plus 

best-in-class solutions from 

our Strategic Affiliate, 

WorkPlace System Solutions, Inc. 

The MicroStation"' Triforma'" product family 

provides high-performance architectural, HVA(, plumbing 

and landscape modeling, creating a single 3D building 

model from which ZD drawings are automatically 

generated. Yet it also includes ActiveAsset Planner"', 

ActiveAsset Manager'" and ActiveAsset Inquirer'" from 

WorkPlace, for enterprise-wide management of 



Shame in Spain 
Either Frank Gehry's Guggenheim 
Museum Bilbao (Architecture, 
December 1997, pages 60-77) is 
a great building or its critics aren't 
getting much press. It looks like 
a giant, chain mail-clad hand 
slapping the face of Basque tradi
tion. Gehry has imposed his self
ish vision without any regard for 
regional architectural precedent. 
Is this building the greatest of the 
century or just a giant crumpled 
aluminum can littering the streets 
of a provincial Spanish city? 
Richard Battaglia 
Portland, Oregon 

They are out there 
Krista Becker is an owner of the 
Landau Partnership, and like 
most owners, she can at any time 
commit the resources of the Lan
dau Partnership and does so with 
intelligence, force, and intuition. 
She has overseen the design of 
the largest privately financed 
office tower to be built in California 
since the 1994 Northridge earth
quake and the first fully integrated 
movie studio to be built in 80 years. 
You ask, "Where are the women?" 
I submit that they are alive and well 
here in Southern California. 
Thomas H. Landau 
President, The Landau Partnership 
Santa Monica, California 

When I first came to The Hillier 
Group, I was concerned about the 
Jack of women in the firm. Since 
then, I have noticed some impor
tant changes in how women are 
perceived and the opportunities 
that are created for them. More 
project managers, project archi
tects, associates, and senior asso
ciates are women. At our most 
recent annual meeting, almost half 
the employees recognized with 
stock options and other incentives 
were women. Two new studio princi
pals-both female-were named. 
I hope this is only the beginning. 
NikKi Stern 
The Hillier Group 
Princeton, New .Jersey 

Perhaps Gensler's success is due 
to the many women partners in the 
firm: Four women are permanent 
members of the firm's management 
committee; one woman sits on 
the Board of Directors; 29 percent 
of the firm's 72 partners, 38 percent 

letters 
of the senior associates, and 49 
percent of the associates are 
women. Chairman Arthur Gensler, 
Jr., was ahead of his time-promo
tions here are gender-blind. 
Margo Grant Walsh 
Robin Klehr Avia 
Managing Principals, Gensler 
New York City 

KPF1s bank-ruptcies 
I would like to take issue with 
your article on Kohn Pedersen Fox 
Associates ' newWorld Bank 
headquarters in Washington, D.C. 
(Architecture, November 1997, 
pages 100-107). As a recently 
retired World Bank staff member 
who had the responsibility of plan
ning the new building, I feel your 
article has misinterpreted, misrep
resented, and distorted the facts. 

The basic concept of the atrium 
space and the retention of the two 
existing buildings was prepared by 
Paul Spreiregen, the World Bank's 
competition advisor. KPF's build
ing-which came in 70 percent over 
budget- is generally recognized 
by the bank's staff as an overpriced 
architectural ego trip that poorly 
reflects the bank's mission. The 
building provides a very poor image 
of the World Bank as it moves into 
t he 21st century and confronts 
the needs of the developing world. 
I don't think we do architecture 
justice when we distort the facts. 
John M. Courtney 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 

As a Honolulu resident, I feel the 
need to respond to the assertions 
made in your article about KPF's 
First Hawaiian Bank building 
(Architecture, November 1997, 
pages 108-113).The building 
is not a welcome addition to the 
community, nor is it representative 
of the diverse local culture.The 
building is a superficial colonial 
sculpture imposed on the city by 
Honolulu's elite. 

The building insults local cul
ture with its sealed spaces, artifi
cial lighting, materials, details, 
and forms. This homogenized 
design seems to be KPF's stan
dard: All those elements you 
describe as Hawaiian can be seen 
in almost every other of the firm's 
buildings.The firm hardly merits 
the fawning attention you gave it 
in your November issue. 
David M. Ansberry 
Honolulu, Hawaii 

Add to the 
unique character 

of your homes 

The "Elevette®" provides 
luxury and practical convenience for 
upscale home owners. That's why 
today's designers provide space in 
their plans for this residential elevator. 

The custom-built "Elevette" is 
available in many configurations 
and interior finish options. It fits 
easily into new construction or 
renovations. Today's upscale homes 
are not complete without elevator 
service. 
For more information refer to: 
Sweet 's 1998 General Building & Renovation 
Fife 1423/ INC 

For free literature illustrating car designs and 
options, contact: 

INCLINATOR 
COMPANY OFV!MERICA 

Dept. 96 
PO Box 1557 
Harrisburg, PA 17105-155 7 
Phone 717-234-8065 
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city 

Milwaukee through February 21 

New York February 17-May 10 

February 19-May 26 

Pittsburgh through March 22 

through April 18 

Washington, D.C. February 26-

Novembers 

at the Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design 

Arquitectonica: The Times Square Project 

atthe Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum 

Alvar Aalto: Between Humanism and Materialism 
at the Museum of Modern Art 

A. James Speyer: Architect, Curator, 
Exhibition Designer at the Carnegie Museum of Art 

Fresh Furniture at The Society for Contemporary Crafts 

Breaking Through: The Creative Engineer 

atthe National Building Museum 

Cooper-Hewitt exhibition examines Miami-based 
Arquitectonica 's 47-story Times Square hotel. 

calendar 

contact 

( 414) 276-7889 

(212) 849-8400 

(212) 708-9400 

(412) 622-3131 

(412) 261-7003 

(202) 272-2448 

The fastest, easiest way for architects to buy professional liability insurance 

Time is money when you're a small fi rm . That's why you need the 

Small Fi rm Program from CNA/Schinnerer, sponsored by the 

AIA Trust. It's the fastest, eas iest way to buy professional liab ility 

insurance. Just give us a call and we' ll give you a free qu ote . 

Immediately. 

If you qualify, you've got a poli cy 

that's good for three years. Even better, you'll pay the same 

• WAIA Trust 

premium all three years. So ca ll your broker or 1-800-762-5534. v1ctoro. 

Scn1nnerer Ask for special policy SF8A. And put your firm on the fast track. 

www.PlanetAEC.com 

The interactive resource guide for architects, engineers and contractors. 

CNA is a registered service mark of the CNA Financial Corporation. Coverage is provided by Continental 
Casually Company, one of the property-casualty companies of CNA. This advertisement is not a contracl. Only 

the policy can give you the actual description of terms. coverages. amounts. conditions and exclusions. 
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calendar 

city 

Boston 

Las Vegas 

Los Angeles 

San Francisco 

March 5-6 

March 12-14 

May 26-29 

March 18-20 

March 19-20 

May 14-17 

contact 

Architect ure of Segregation symposium, (617) 496-0291 

sponsored by the Harvard University Graduate School of Design 

Restoration (978) 664-6455 

Lightfair International, sponsored by the International Association of (800) 856-0327 

Lighting Designers and the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America 

West Week 

NeoCon West 

AIA National Convention and Expo 

Segregation symposium at Harvard examines such buildings as this Durham, 
North Carolina, cafe that had separate "colored" and "white" entrances. 

The world 's best architectural books 
all in one collection. 

FORM ZERO 
ARCHITECTURAL BOOKS 
Edgemar 2433 Main Street 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 USA 
T: 310.450.0222 F: 310.450.0071 
E: info@formzero.com 

Tue - Thu 
Fri , Sat 
Sun 

10:30 - 7:00 
10:30 - 9:00 
11 :30 - 6:00 

FULL ON-LINE SERVICE WITH 
CATALOG & SECURE ORDERING: 
http://www.formzero.com 

(310) 657-0800 

(800) 677-6278 

(202) 626-7395 

Frank 0 Gehry: 
Guggenheim Musuem 
Bilbao 
Hai led as one of this centu
ry 's most amazi ng con
structs, the Guggenheim 
Museum in Bilbao already 
holds a place in the history of 
architecture. Gehry sees the 
process from first sketch into 
building as an evolution : "In 
the first sketch I put a bunch 
of principles down. Then I 
become self-critical of those 
images and those principles, 
and they evoke the next set 
of responses, and as each 
piece unfolds , I make the 
models bigger, and bigger, 
brin ing into focus more ele
ments and more pieces of 
the puzzle ... " Th is book 
traces the design process as 
well as the construction of 
the musuem through text , 
drawings and color pho 
tographs. A necessary book 
for any interested in Gehry's 
design strategy and the 
musuem's entire building 
process. 
Cloth $55.00 USD 
Paper $27.50 USD 

C ircle 37 on in form atio n card C irc le 39 on in fo rmatio n card 



competition 

Alvar Aalto Centennial Student Competition 
fo r expansion of Seinajoki Library, Finland 

March 2 
(registration) 

Independent Project Grants, March 2 
sponsored by the Architecture, Planning, and Design 
Program of the New York State Council on the Arts 

New American Architecture Awards, 
sponsored by the Chicago Athenaeum 

DuPont Benedictus Awards 

March 2 

March 9 
for Innovation in Architectural Laminated Glass 

Van Alen Prize in Public Architecture April 8 

J.B. Jackson and American Landscape conference 
call for presentat ions, sponsored by the University of 
New Mexico School of Arch itecture and Planning 

April 15 

Johns Hopkins University Press will publish Stanley Greenberg's 
photographs of New Yori< City infrastructure, for which he received 
a grant from the New York State Council on the Arts. 

J:lllmIDlJ»Il@l®l.~ The Infiltrat ion of 
Sound. Smoke, Drafts, and Light. 

Solution: Pemko's State of 
the Art, Self-Adhesive Door 
Gasketing, Si liconSeal™ and 
PemkoPrene™ - Fire Labeled 
(UL10B, UBC7.2 Positive Pressure) 
and Smoke Labeled. 

t.lPEMKO 
4226 Transport St ., Vent ura, CA 93003 
5535 Dlotrlbution Dr., Memphio, TN 31:>141 
www.pemko.com @ Pemko Mfg. Co. 2/98 

contact 

(35) (814) 619-009 fax 

(212) 387-7013 

(312) 251-0175 

(202) 393-5247 

(212) 366-5836 fax 

(505) 277-2053 

mi@ll»Il@l®J.g Limited Vlelblllty, Lleht ant:I 
and Screens Due To Prevloue Code RlllmicdAllllii 
Solution: Pemko'e Revolutionary FG3000, 
and PLK Lite Kite Allow For Muc;h Larg61' Lltee 
Minute Doors and 46 Minute SGreene. 

calendar 







news 

SKIDMORE SWEEPS AIA AWARDS, AGAIN 
In January, the American Institute of 
Architects (AJA) announced that 28 projects 
wil l receive Honor Awards for Architecture, 
Interiors, and Urban Design this year. 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill captured a total 
of five awards in all three categories, echoing 
the firm 's outstanding performance in 1996, 
when it received the Architecture Firm Award, 
the 25 Year Award, and an Honor Award. The 
1998 Honor Awards will be presented in May 
at the A JA National Convention in San 
Francisco. Ned Cramer 

ARCHITECTURE 

Becton 
Dickinson and 
Company, 
Building Two• 
Franklin Lakes, 
New Jersey• 
Kallmann, 
McKinnell & 
Wood 
Architects; 
Chapel of St. 

Ignatius at Seattle University• Seattle, 
Washington• Steven Holl Architects with 
Olson Sundberg Architects; Type/Variant 
House •Wisconsin •Vincent James 
Associates (project initiated by James/Snow 
Architects) ; Brandenburg's Ravenwood 
Studio· Ely, Minnesota· Salmela· Architect; 
Powell Library Renovation, University 
of California, Los Angeles· Moore Ruble 
Yudell Architects & Planners; Ventilation 
Building# 7, Logan Airport• Boston• TAMS 
Consultants with Wallace, Floyd, Associates 

and Stull & Lee; U.S. Court of Appeals· 
San Francisco• Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; 
St. Andrew Presbyterian Church • 
Sonoma, California •Turnbull Griffin 
Haesloop; Orange Place Cooperative• 
Escondido, California· Studio E Architects; 
The Atlantic Center for the Arts· 
New Smyrna Beach, Florida• Thompson 
and Rose Architects 

INTERIORS 

101 Cit yfood Cafe· New York City• 
Westfourth Architecture; Civic Opera 
House Renovation• Chicago· Skidmore, 
Owings & Merrill; The Helen & Harry Gray 
Court, Wadsworth Atheneum • Hartford, 
Connecticut• Tai Soo Kim Partners; Rooftop 
Residence· New York City· Shelton, Mindel 
&Associates with Reed Morrison, Architect; 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
School of Architecture and Planning • 
Cambridge, Massachusett s • Leers, 
Weinzapfel Associates A rchitects; Neisser 
Residence• Chicago• Tigerman McCurry 

Architects ; New 
Amsterdam 
Theater· New 
York City· Hardy 
Holzman Pfeiffer 
Associates ; 
New Hearth 
Showroom• 
New York City• 
Mark Simon of 
Center brook 
Architects and 
Planners; Park 

MAYA LIN'S 
GREEN MACHINE 

"A monument to the environment" is how Vietnam Veterans 
Memorial designer Maya Lin describes her latest project, a 
$370 million, 350,000-square-foot recycling plant in the 
former Harlem River Rail Yard in the South Bronx, New York. 
The Bronx Community Paper Company is the brainchild of the 
nonprofit Natural Resources Defense Council and the Banana 
Kelly Community Improvement Association, the struggling 
neighborhood's development corporation. It was designed by 
Lin with project architect HLW International. The plant will 
recycle 280,000 metric tons of wastepaper-one-quarter 
of New York City's total annual consumption-into 220,000 
metric tons of newsprint each year. Unveiled in December 
at an exhibit at the Municipal Art Society in Manhattan, 
the plant is scheduled to begin construction this fall. N.C. 

28 \ architecture: february 1998 

Avenue Apartment· New York City· Frank 
Lupo/Daniel Rowen, Architects; The Salad 
Bowl • New York City• Hugh A. Boyd, 
Architects ; Wilkhahn North America 
Showroom • New York City • Skidmore, 
Owings & Merrill; U.S. Court of Appea ls• 
San Francisco· Skidmore, Owings & Merri l l 

URBAN DESIGN 

Beursplein •Rotterdam, The Netherlands• 
The Jerde Partnership International; 
The City Campus of The Savannah 
College of Art and Design •Savannah, 
Georgia• Lee Meyer & Company, Architects; 
Ellen Wilson Neighborhood Redevelop
ment· Washington, D.C. •Weinstein 
Associates Architects with Oehme, Van 

Sweden and 
Associates; 
Jamaica Market 
·Queens, New 
York• James 
McCullar& 
Associates; 
Robert F. 
Wagner, Jr. Park, 
Battery Park 
City• New York 
City· Machado 
and Silvetti 

Associates with Olin Partners and Lyndon B. 
Miller; State Street Renovation Project· 
Chicago• Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 

Jerde's Beursplein (above>; SDM's Wilkahn North 
America Showroom (left); Ventilation Building# 7 
by TAMS Consultants with Wallace, Floyd, Associates 
and Stull & Lee (far left) 



Little-known in the U.S. , Jordanian architect 
Rasem Badran bested a shortlist of stars to 
design the Museum of Islamic Arts in Doha, 
Qatar (top). The jury for the invited competi
tion, organized by The Aga Khan Trust for 
Culture, originally selected a proposal by 
Charles Correa of India (above), ranking 
Badran 's second. However, Sheikh Saud Bin 
Mohammad Al-Thani, ruler of Qatar, over
turned the jury's decision in favor of Badran. 
Other participants in the competition were 
Oriol Bohigas of Barcelona, Zaha Hadid and 
Richard Rogers of London, and James Wines 
of New York City. The jury comprised arc hi-

ISRAEL 
MUSEUM 
ANNOUNCES 

EXPANSION 

Thanks to a $42 million gift from the late 
Caroline and Joseph Gruss of New York City, 
construction can now begin on a new visitor 
center at the Israel Museum in Jerusalem, 
designed by architect James Inge Freed of 
Pei Cobb Freed & Partners. An additional 
$8 million from the Israeli government fulfills 
the project's $50 million budget.The 130,000-
square-foot addition will consolidate the 
existing 500,000-square-foot museum com
plex, located south of the Israeli parliament. 

SHEIKH 
OVERTURNS 
JU RY IN 

QATAR 
tects Ricardo Legorreta, Fumihiko Maki, Luis 
Monreal, Domenico Negri, and Ali Schuaibi . 

The 270,000-square-foot museum wil I 
house the collection of Qatar's royal family on 
a waterfront site in the capital city. According 
to the Trust, Al-Thani placed great emphasis 
on the context's "cultural, environmental, and 
historical values " in selecting an architect. 
Badran's scheme incorporates internal court
yards and streets to reflect the urban fabric 
of Arab cities; the jury originally passed it 
over for its inability to expand "due to the 
formal rigidity of the proposal." The museum 
is scheduled to open in 2000. N.C. 

Originally designed by the Modernist 
Israeli firm Mansfeld-Gad in the 1950s, the 
sprawling museum was subsequently added 
to by Jurgen Bo, architect of the Louisiana 
Museum in Denmark. A pavilion designed 
by Surrealist architect Frederick Kiesler to 
house the Dead Sea Scrolls and a 6-acre 
sculpture garden designed by artist lsamu 
Noguchi both opened in 1965. The project 
faces a lengthy approval process, but ground
breaking is anticipated by 1999. N.C. 

news 

BRENDAN GILL 
1914-1997 
He once observed that humanity 
is divided between the lovers 
and the haters. The indefatigable, 
irrepressible, and incorrigible 
Breridan Gill-effervescent 
during a toast, wicked in a ti:ite
a-tete, adept at dipping into two 
or three receptions before the 
main event of a Manhattan 
evening-was clearly a lover: 
His life, like his works, brimmed 
infectiously with curiosity and 
brio. He was a writer who read 
the world around him as avidly 
as he devoured words, and he 
pried open its secrets using 
his disciplined wit as the crow
bar. It is difficult to believe 
that he died on December 27, 
because, at the age of83, Gill 
was still a life force. 

Architects knew Gill best 
for his book Many Masks: A Life 
of Frank Lloyd Wright (1987) and 
for " Skyline," the column in The 
New Yorker that he resurrected 
10 years ago. But his career as 
architecture critic was merely 
the last turn in his six decades 
at The New Yorker, years that 
embraced biography, journal
ism, poetry, fiction, and his 
particular love, preservation. 
New York was his oyster, and 
Gill relished the fray-the battle 
over the soul of Times Square, 
the Supreme Court's rescue of 
Grand Central. He championed 
and protected the city with 
his particular combination 
of savvy, glee, and mischief. 
Joseph Giovannini 
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THE BUZZ 

California's Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans) has approached a joint venture 
team comprising San Francisco engineer 
T. Y. Lin International and Moffatt & 
Nichol to design a new eastern span for 
San Francisco's Bay Bridge, which was 
damaged in the 1989 Loma Prieta earth
quake. No contract has yet been signed. 
Caltrans faced significant opposition for 
its initial intent to design a replacement 
span using an in-house design team. 
(Architecture, June 1997, page 34) . 

New York City-based arch itect Gruzen 
Samton recently won a competition for 
the Chung Dong Integrated School in 
Seoul, South Korea. And Munich, 
Germany-based Lauber+ 
Woehr Architects was 
selected over 
Gensler, The 
Hillier 

Group, Kohn Pedersen Fox, and Murphy/ 
Jahn to design a new U.S. headquarters for 
Mercedes-Benz of North America. 
Meanwhile, Gensler has opened a 
25-person office in Chicago, 
bringing the total number of the 
firm's offices to 16. 

Don't miss the U.S. Postal 
Service's new Robie House 
stamp, which honors Frank 
Lloyd Wright as part of a new 
series commemorating signifi
cant people and events of the 20th century. 
Wright's successor firm, Taliesin Archi-
tects, is now working with Chicago-based 
Eifler & Associates to restore the Studio 
and Kiva Theater at Taliesin West. 

Several new international museum comm-
issions were awarded recently: Brit ish 

architect David Chipperfield best-

,~~5~~~~~e:d~Frank Gehry for the 
~ commission to design 

the $150 million 
New Museum on 

an island 

news 

in Berlin's Spree River.The Photographer's 
Gallery has selected Dutch architect Erick 
Van Egeraat to design its new facility in 

London over Van Berkel and Bos and 
Nicholas Grimshaw and Partners. 
Hodgetts +Fung is renovating a 
turn-of the-century electrical plant in 
Kirchlengern, Germany, into a 60,000-
square-foot science museum. And 
Wood and Zapata is designing the 
Tsumarigo Art Necklace museum 

in Nigata, Japan, as well as the Sterling 
Hotel in Miami's South Beach. 

From architect to innkeeper: Michael 
Rotondi and designer April Greiman have 
opened Miracle Manor, a renovated 1950s 
motel in Desert Hot Springs, California. 

Arts and architecture patron Dominique 
De Menil (Architecture, April 1997, pages 49-
53) died on December 31, 1997, at the age of 89 
at her home in Houston. And Lillian Bounds 
Disney, the 98-year-old widow of Walt 
Disney, died in Los Angeles on December 
15. Disney sparked the effort to build the 
Walt Disney Concert Hall, designed by Frank 
Gehry, with a $50 million donation in 1987. 

Gruzen Samton's Seoul school !leftl; Robie House stamp labovel 
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• review 
Many architects doubted the staying power of Zaha Had id's icono
clastic vision when the Iraqi-born British architect first gained 
international attention with her winning entry to the Hong Kong 
Peak competition in 1983. But a new exhibition, Constructed Land
scapes: Projects by Zaha Hadid, on view until March 10 at the San 
Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA), proves that her early 
visionary impulses have not diminished-in fact, they have gained 
strength, maturity, and clarity. Concisely selected and assembled 
in two galleries by Aaron Betsky, curator of architecture and 
design at SFMOMA, are large paintings, models, computer-gener
ated fly-th roughs, and drawings dating as far back as Had id's 
1976 thesis project at the Architectural Association in London. 

In the first gallery, exploratory drawings and relief models for 
three recent building projects demonstrate the discipline with 

Hadid Delivers 

Show incorporates paintings, 
models, and computer-gener
ated fly-throughs <top), 
including paper relief of 199 3 
Vitra fire station <right) and 
1992 painting, Tatlin Tower 
and Tektonik Whirlwind (below). 

At SFMOMA, a Zaha Hadid 
retrospective fulfills the 

architect's early promise. 

which Hadid maintains her ideas as they move from her imagina
tion into the material world . This is not an easy process: The 
requirements of structure and technical and programmatic perfor
mance drag at her gravity-defying spaces. And yet Hadid persists 
in keeping the buildings afloat.The paper-relief explorations 
of elevations and perspective views are particularly compelling. 
"My work has to be explored three-dimensionally," Hadid explains. 
"These elevation studies become more volumetric. They become 

landscapes in a gentle way." 
On the walls of the second gallery are arrayed two dozen of 

Hadid's arresting paintings of projects, conceptual studies, and 
competition entries. It is an indication of the influence Hadid and 

the Deconstructivists have had over the past decade 
that their "slash-and-crash " esthetic no longer seems 
violent. Now that our eyes are familiar with such forms, 
Had id's paintings reveal sublime, carefully rendered 
images of an alternative built world. She challenges 
traditional architecture using visual, rather than verbal, 
means. In these paintings and models, gravity appears 
to have new rules. Sometimes buildings become land
scape, sometimes clouds. Surfaces fold, Escher-like, 
from wall to floor to ceiling. Hadid reinterprets architec-
ture's role as mediator between ground and sky1 

While each painting is engaging on its own, the suite of these 
works documents the evolution of Hadid into an architect who 
builds. The models and videos in the second gallery show that this 
shift toward buildabil ity has not diminished the disturbing beauty 
of Had id's work. Indeed, structural necessity seems only to add 
another layer of poetry to these representations of buildings. While 
some viewers will remain skeptical until they have experienced 
Had id's buildings, this sampling of projects suggests that her 
early arch.itectural promise is being ful~illed. L.R. Findley 

Oakland-based architect L.R. Findley teaches at the University of 
California, Berkeley, and the California College of Arts and Crafts. 
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city 

San Francisco 

Entire neighborhoods are under 
construction, brimming with new cultural 

facilities, a new campus-and controversy. 
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There's a loud rumbling in San Francisco, and it's not the sound 

of the fault lines acting up. It's the din of construction. The city is 
experiencing a building boom that makes memories of the ra t e-
1980s glut and slump seem foggier than the coast.The conver
gence of a robust economy, the legacy of the 1989 Loma Prieta 
earthquake, the latest round of military-base closures, and a 
development-minded mayor with Hausmannesque ambitions 
explains why the Urban Land Institute has named San Francisco 
the hottest real estate market in the United States. 

Si zable sections of the city are undergoing substantial 
overhaul, from the Civic Center's quake-damaged Beaux-Arts 
ensemble to the now freeway-free Embarcadero waterfront, 
to the long-stagnant Mission Bay district, the site of HOK Sport's 
new Giants baseball stadium now under construction in China 
Basin. However, the city's most visibly changed quarter cont inues 

to be the 87-acre area around Verba Buena Gardens (YBG) in 
the South of Market neighborhood, a civic centerpiece several 
decades in t he making. 

The city's gamble on converting this skid-row area into a 
cu lt ural arts district is just now paying off. Public and private 
interests alike, bolstered by the economy's bullishness, are vying 
for property near the YBG Center for the Arts Theater by James 
St ewart Polshek and Partners (Architecture , February 1994, pages 
58-67) , the Visual Arts Gallery by Fumihiko Maki, .and Mitchell 
Giurgola's esplanade, which opened in mid-1994, shortly before 
Mario Botta's San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA) 
opened across the street. 

Across another street, Verba Buena's final cultural component, 
the $56 million Children's Center designed by Adele Naude 
Santos and Associates, is now nearing completion on the roof of 
the Moscone Convention Center. The Children 's Center features 
a glassed-in historic carousel on one corner, as well as a studio, 
theat er, day-care center, ice rink, and bowling alley within a ser ies 
of highly articulated volumes arranged around a park. 

The deal-making behind Verba Buena 's costly cultural facili t ies 
is worth noting because it is being repeated in the city 's other 
redevelopment areas. Huge public investments in YBG were subsi
dized by a lease agreement with the neighboring Marriott Hot el, 
a colossal eyesore that looks like the offspring of a Wurlitzer and 
a wedding cake. Though crucial to realizing the now-thriving arts 
center, the hotel serves as a glaring reminder of the price the San 
Francisco's Redevelopment Agency is willing to pay to guarantee 
prolonged funding for its building projects. 

The western edge of theYBG block, opposite the Polshek and 
Mak i buildings, was always intended for commercial use, though it 



Culture and com
merce are vying 
for control of 
San Francisco's 
undeveloped lands. 

was not until 1994, with the upturn in the economy, that the city 
finally signed a similar lease with joint developers Millennium 
Partners of New York (responsible for the Lincoln Square complex 

in Manhattan) and the local WDG Group. The development team, 
in turn, will lease a new 200,000-square-foot building to the Sony 

Entertainment Group, for its Metreon " urban entertainment cen

ter" comprising a 15-screen theater, a 120-foot-high 3-D IMAX 

theater, and other themed retail attractions. 
Local architect Simon Martin-VegueWinkelstein Morris 

(SMWM) designed the core and shell , which complements the 

Polshek and Maki buildings in terms of scale, massing, and color. 

Spanning the width of the block, Sony 's Metreon, scheduled to 
open at the end of the year, featu ~e s a 60-foot-high curtain-walled 
atrium and an upper-level outdoor terrace that both open toward 
YBG 's esplanade. The Metreon is designed to amend some of the 
art park's problems, such as its alienating perimeter and poor 
accessibility. Both Polshek's and Mak i's buildings turn their backs 

to Third Street; by contrast, SMWM's scheme promises to enliven 
Fourth Street with a retail arcade flanked by prominent entrances 

at the corners. 
Millennium Partners has also revived an underutilized site 

adjacent to the Marriott on Market Street, and is now narrowing a 
list of top-tier architects to build a luxury hotel-apartment-club, 
aiming to break ground early this yea r. The most anticipated fea
ture of this development is a 50-foot-wide, shop-lined allee con-

necting Market Street and Verba Buena, bordering the future 

Jewish Museum and a plaza to be shared with the planned 
Mex ican Museum. The Jewish Museum, having dropped Peter 

Eisenman as its architect last year, is moving ahead with new 
candidates Enrique Norten, Eric Owen Moss, and the local firm 

Studios Architecture, though museum officials have been stalling 

for months on announcing the commission. Though the Mexican 
Museum 's funding remains shaky, it recently unveiled a revised 

design by Ricardo Legorreta that moves its cafe and store from 

t he building 's interior to street side, taking cues from SFMOMA 's 
lucrative configuration of retail functions. 

Interestingly, many of the projects now under way in South 
of Market and downtown are reincarnations of plan s that were 
approved in the 1980s before the market bottomed out. A 400-plus
room hotel designed by local firm Hornberger+ Worstell is now 
under construction next to SFMOMA, as is a 350,000-square-foot 
office tower by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill around the corner on 
Second Street. Several other significant projects, such as an 

office and retail building on Third and Mission and an expansion 
of the Moscone Center, are in the works . 

Just below South of Market lies San Francisco 's next real 
estate hotbed, the Mission Bay district, which has endured a 
succession of schemes, from John Carl Warnecke's 1970s master 
plan to another proposal by Pei Cobb Freed & Partners in the 
early 1980s, both of which reflected their times with dense office 
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Hunter's Point Naval yard (above) 
will become neighborhood. 
Legorreta recently revised Mexican 
Museum scheme Ueftl. Machado 
and Silvetti's UCSF campus (below, 
left and right> moves into Mission 
Bay. Sony entertainment complex 
(bottom, at center) completes Verba 
Buena Gardens. 

city 

developments fashioned after Los Angeles's Century City. Later 
plans led by EDAW (1987) and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (1990) 
signaled the community's growing role in city planning, as local 
activist s lobbied successfully for a reduced-scale " urban village," 
emphasizing housing with a mix of commercial and open space. 
But nothing ever materialized because the cost of developing this 
marshy former railyard and warehouse wasteland exceeded its 
profit potential, according to primary property owner Catellus, a 
real estate offshoot of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company. 

The 1996 approval to build a 42,000-seat stadium for the Giants 
and the extension of the Muni transit line south along the newly 
beaut ified Embarcadero to China Basin have already lured a range 
of developments to the area, which includes several piers. (The 
recently revised Waterfront Land-Use Plan limits pier develop
ments to retai l, cultu ral , marit ime activities, such as ferry tours, 
and other recreationa l uses, and excludes residential and office 
space, pointing the entire waterfront in the direction of a tourist 
zone similar to Fisherman's Wharf.)The Giants' Pacif ic Bell Park, 
designed by HOK Sport and set to open in 2000, squeaked by skep
tical voters after numerous defeats primarily because backers 
promised that its $262 million price tag would be privately funded. 

Last year, the Redevelopment Agency gave Mission Bay 
another shot of adrenaline with its 11th-hour bid to keep the 
Un iversity of California San Francisco (UCSF) from building its 
new multimill ion-dollar biomedical research campus outside 
the city. The agency convinced Cate II us to give the university 
43 acres, nearly one-fourth of its total property. Catellus's gift 
was motivated by its awareness that the campus will catalyze 
interest in the site, attracting, for example, other biotech research 
centers and companies. And UCSF's new campus will finally 
jump-start the area's residential development: Cate I I us has 
immediate plans to build 2,000 units of market-rate condominiums 
and apartments, while 1,000 units of low-income housing will be 
open to nonprofit developers for bid. 

A new entity called the Bay Area Life Sciences Alliance 
(BALSA) was established to expedite the campus design process. 
Local biotechnology giant Chiron (whose monumental head
quarters by Legorreta is taking shape as a landmark of Emeryville, 
the East Bay's biotech ghetto) was the primary funder of the 
design competition held last fall. Machado and Silvetti's con
servative, Classical campus plan, developed in collaboration 
with landscape arch itect Laurie Olin and local architect Gordon 
H. Chong and Associates, bested wide-ranging proposals by 
Steven Holl, Dan Solomon, ShinTakamatsu, and Studios.The 
Redevelopment Agency is now working with SMWM to revamp 
the Mission Bay Master Plan to take into consideration the UCSF 
campus as well as the ballpark. 

The 1996 ballpark initiative was the city's most expensive 
ballot campaign-it cost $1 .2 million-until last year, when the 
DeBartolo family, owners of the '49ers, spent $2.5 million to 
win citizen approval to bu ild a fancier stadium to replace 3Com 
(formerly Candlest ick) Park. San Francisco must now contribute 
$100 million toward a $525 million deal that includes a 1.4 million
square-foot shopping mall attached to the new stadium.The 
public funds will be drawn from lease revenues from the stadium 
and mall , which will be otherwise financed by the DeBartolos 
and mall maven Mills Corporation. Described by developers as a 
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City still seeks funding for transit line to link SO M's 
new airport terminal (above) to downtown. 

"super-regional, value-oriented mega
mall," the Candlestick Mills project
similar to megamalls outside Miami , 
Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C.
will contain a 30-screen cinema, chains 
like J.C. Penney, Virgin Megastore, 
Nordstrom Rack, and other discount 
outlets, as well as themed restaurants 
including an NFL restaurant-arcade
museum. Nearly 160 acres of the 200-acre 
complex will be devoted to parking. 

The mall addition was Mayor Willie 
Brown's own bra instorm. He sees it as an 
opportunity to generate jobs for nearby 
Bayview-Hunter's Point, which suffers a 
higher unemployment rate than any area 
in the city. The military's departure from 
the Hunter's Point Naval Sh ipyard 20 
years ago hurt the neighborhood deeply, 
as did poor transportation links. This 
month, the Redevelopment Agency gains 
ownership of the 600-acre base, and will 
begin implementing a land-use plan, con
ceptualized by SMWM, that encourages a 
wide development mix. The first step in 
revitalizing the area, already approved by 
the agency, is a $300 mill ion extension of 
the Muni line from China Basin throug h 
Mission Bay to Hunter's Point. Brown 
has even proposed building a bridge to 
cross the inlet between Hunter's Point 
and Candlestick Point. 

The coincidence of so many big-ticket 
items in San Francisco begs the ques
tion: How is the city going to pay for al l 
this? Despite promises of private fi nanc
ing, both stadiums will cost the publ ic 
dearly, in financial and physical terms. 
Infrastructure improvements such as 
road widening and trans it links, for exam
ple, will require millions of dollars, and 
will likely compete for funding with other 
urgent projects: Among the city's other 
priorities are repairing the last of the 
quake-damaged freeways, the Central 
Freeway, and theTransbayTerminal , the 
seismically unsafe downtown regional 
bus station whose repairs have been put 
on hold due to disputes between the city 
and the Metropolitan Transit Authority · 



over who should pay for the $125 million 
problem. A $1.2 billion extension of the 
BART subway to the San Francisco 
International Airport, as called for in 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill's elegant 
expansion scheme, will receive only 
$29.9 million from Congress in the next 
fiscal year; the remainder must come 
from state or regional coffers. 

A review of other major projects in 
the city reveals similarly staggering 
price tags. City Hall 's $224 million seis
mic retrofit and facelift is $30 million 
short. Civic Center Plaza badly needs 
a redesign to accommodate its many 
changes, such as the building of the 
New Main Library, the expansion of the 
State Office Building, the construction 
of the Federal Plaza, and the conversion 
of the Old Main Library into the new 
Asian Arts Museum. And the fate of the 
M.H. De Young Museum remains unde
termined, since voters last year rejected 
a $73 million bond for seismic improve

ments of its Golden Gate Park facility. 
The museum has proposed relocating to 
almost every eligible site in the city, 
including the barely functioning Ferry 
Building, the boarded-up Old Mint, the 
promisingTransbay area, and the con
tested Embarcadero piers. 

Many of the decisions being made in 
this heady time will affect the city's 
form, and hence its character, in ways 
that may make the economic gains seem 
paltry compensation in the future. 
Focused heavily on the art of the deal, 
Brown and his aides have yet to display 
any interest in broader coordination
that is, how the deals add up and con
tribute to the city as a whole. While 
building grands projets is perhaps part 
of every mayor's ambition, the city's 
long-term health requires that these 
projects are appropriate, desirable, 
and in balance with the broad needs of 
San Francisco. For instance, how many 
franchise-filled, mega-movieplexed, 
entertainment-themed malls does a city 
like this need? With vibrant storefront 
strips from one end of its 7-mile square 
to the other, does San Francisco really 
need any at all? 

No doubt, the amount and pace of 
building activity in the city is exciting, 
particularly given its fitful development 
history, with bickering interest groups 
frequently delaying the moment of 
action (or rendering it more mediocre 
than need be). But speed can be as 
powerful as sloth in blinding visions of 
how great a city can be. Cathy Lang Ho 

Cathy Lang Ho is editor of Design Book 
Review in Berkeley, California. 

New Asian Art Museum (above left) by Gae 
Aulenti and HOK will occupy renovated Old Main 
Library <lett>. SMWM's proposal to relocate 
De Young Museum brings it to TransbayTerminal 
area (top) behind SFMOMA. 
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Chicago Academy of 
Sciences Nature 
Museum, Chicago 

Nagoya Interna
tional School, 
Nagoya, Japan 

Project Portfolio, Perl<ins & Will 

Architect Ralph Johnson is sitting in a corporate catbird seat. 
As design director of Chicago-based Perkins & Will, he's one of 
a handful of forward-looking American designers with the impri 
matur of a large firm. Johnson occupies the cutting edge of corpo
rate architecture, along with such colleagues as Mehrdad Yazdani 
of Dworsky Associates (Architecture , July 1997, pages 51-53) 
and William Pedersen of Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates (Archi
tecture, November 1997, pages 93-135), thanks to his reconciliation 
of Modern form and the particulars of site. In Johnson's latest 
projects-a museum in Chicago, an office tower in Manila, and 
schools across the Pacific Rim-local context informs the archi
tect's gestural arcs and wedges. These highly personal , abstract 
forms become catholic. 

In designing the 153,000-square-

foot J. L. Stanford Middle School in 
Palo Alto, California, scheduled to 
begin construction next January, Johnson was inspired by the 
surrounding neighborhood, largely built in the 1950s by noted 
Modernist developer Joseph Eichler. A semicircular classroom 
block recalls Eichler's roundabout street patterns; its covered 
walkways enclose a courtyard, taking advantage of the warm Cal
ifornia climate. Shared functions such as the library are located 
in a curving wing that intersects the courtyard, and serves as 
a focus for the school. 

Johnson contended wit h another Modernist context in design
ing a new 21 ,000-square-foot administration, physical education , 
and fine arts building for an international school in Nagoya, Japan. 
Frank Lloyd Wright disciple Antonin Raymond designed the exist
ing campus buildings, a pair of hexagonal and circular pavilions, in 
the 1960s. Scheduled for groundbreaking later this year, Johnson 's 
freestanding, wedge-shaped addition extends the current collage 
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J. L. Stanford 
Middle School, 
Palo Alto, 
California 

on the boards 
of platonic forms, and rectifies Raymond 's omission of definitive 
exterior and interior gathering spaces. A cluster of distinct forms, 
housing a double-height lobby and gymnasium, as well as offices 
and classrooms, are intersected by grand publ ic stairs and an 
entrance plaza. This entire ensemble is gathered under a vast 
sloping roof, forming a monumental new gateway to the campus. 

Even when working on a generic former military base on the 
outskirts of Man ila, Philippines, Johnson carefully considers local 
architectural precedent. His 592,000-square-foot international 
school takes cues from a local 19th-century monastery. Johnson 
created cloisterlike courtyards between a large curving bar hous
ing individual classrooms and a rectilinear block for public spaces 
such as a gymnasium and cafeteria. Shared classrooms occupy 

International 

three short wings con
necting the two larger 
blocks. Construction 
begins next January. 

For Johnson, the curv
ing north facade of his 
37-story AMA Tower in 

Manila, designed with local firm Luis & 

Associates and now under construction, 
evokes a wind-filled sail. This nautical refer
ence winks at the 441,000-square-foot resi-
dential and office condominium tower's 

suburban site, which Johnson describes as "a sea of asphalt." 
Of all his current projects, the context of the 73,000-square-foot 

Chicago Academy of Sciences Nature Museum in Lincoln Park is 
closest to Johnson 's heart: The architect lives nearby. " I used to 
jog by the site everyday," he says, " but I never thought I'd be build
ing there." The museum specializes in the natural history of the 
Midwest. Correspond rngly, Johnson designed the cluster of 
wedge-shaped blocks as an abstraction of the dunes that used 
to cover the site. The building, which is slated for completion in 
1999, is bisected by a glazed lobby; to the north lie galleries, to 
the south, an auditorium and classrooms. Ned Cramer 
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interview 
The Washington, D.C.-based National Trust for Historic 
Preservation, chartered by Congress in 1949, is a nonprofit organiza
tion charged with providing leadership, education, and advocacy on 
behalf of the nation's historic places and communities. Since he was 
named president of the Trust in 1993, Richard Moe has worked to 
broaden the mandate of the organization to advocate for the control 
of sprawl. He is the coauthor (with Carter Wilkie) of Changing 
Places: Rebuilding Community in the Age of Sprawl, published in 
December by Henry Holt. 

Leading the Trust 
Richard Moe heads an organization best 

known for preserving historic houses. So why 
is he worried about the suburbs? 

ARCHITECTURE: You say sprawl is as great a threat to the 
preservation movement as urban renewal was a generation ago. 
How is the Trust addressing this threat? 
RICHARD MOE: First, through land-use mechanisms that manage 
growth more successfully and, second, we're using preservation as 
a tool to revitalize older communities. That's really what preserva
tion has become over the last couple of decades. Changing Places 
is designed to talk about how preservation is being used to rein
vent downtowns, to revitalize smaller towns through our Main 
Street program, and to revitalize older, inner-city neighborhoods 
at the grassroots level. There are marvelous success stories. 

Is sprawl something that Americans recognize as a problem? 
Yes, increasingly, although they don't yet connect it with the totality 
of what's going on in any given metropolitan area. They recognize 
it when they're stopped in traffic or when they see an ugly strip 
mall, but a lot of this becomes part of their daily routine. Sprawl 
is very much on people's minds. 

Do you think the goals of the. preservation movement resonate 
with many Americans? 
More and more they do. Preservation used to be defined by what 
Ann Pamela Cunningham did when she saved Mount Vernon
that is, saving single, significant houses, mansions for the most 
part. But in the last half-century, especially the last several 
decades, preservation evolved as society changed. It's had to. We 
learned that we couldn 't save single buildings in isolation; we had 
to look at them in context, whether that context was a block or a 
neighborhood or a whole community. So we began developing 
strategies to save, preserve, and revitalize larger areas-whole 
neighborhoods and communities. This has led to the use of preser
vation as a tool for community revitalization. We will always be 
saving the Mount Vernons and significant old structures, but 
preservation has become a multifaceted kind of activity. Our goal 
in the preservation movement is to persuade Americans that the 
built environment is as important to them and their welfare as the 
natural environment is. The environmental movement has done a 
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marvelous job of inculcating environmen
talism as an ethic or value for the American 
people. That's our goal, too, but we're about 
30 years behind them. We hope that people 
will see the value of the bu ilt environment 
to their family, their daily lives, and their 
community-and increasingly they are. 
There 's no question that progress is 
be ing made. 

How did Disney's failed attempt to build 
a theme park near the Manassas Battle
field affect the preservation movement? 

It galvanized the preservation community 
for about a year. It wasn't just a local issue: 
People from al I over the country responded 
in a very positive way.That experience was 
totally about sprawl. There was nothing his
torica lly significant about the land on which 
they were going to build the theme park. 
And there were no structures there of any 
kind. So this was not your traditional 
preservation fight. Rather, it was an issue 

of the collateral sprawl and development 
that would have emanated from the theme 
park and overwhelmed these fragile battl
fields and historic communities for miles 
around. People saw that. Of course, it 
helped to get [prominent historian] David 
McCollough on our side. When people saw 
some of their most sacred historic land
scapes at risk, it all came together. It was a 
great object lesson in what sprawl can do. 

Should government play a more active 

role in preservation? 
This is a complicated issue. Government 
does have a role. Governments can be the 
stewards of historic properties. The ques
tion is: What kind of stewards are they? 
I think government has an additional 
responsibility to offer support and encour
agement for the preservation of historic 
structures. And that can happen through 
tax cred its: The Federal Rehabi lit at ion Tax 
Cred it has been responsible for att ract ing 
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more than $17 billion in private capital to 
income-producing buildings that are either 
on the National Register or are contributing 
buildings to a National Register District. 
Although it was largely eviscerated in 1986, 
it's still on the books. It's a little harder to 
access, but it's still being used. Our top 
priority now is to persuade Congress to 
enact what we call the Historic Homeowner 
Assistance Act. This would include a 20 
percent federal tax credit for investment in 
historic homes on the Register. This would 
do more to preserve historic structures all 
over this country than any single thing we 
could do. And it would stabilize neighbor
hoods, particularly low- and lower-middle
income neighborhoods in older cities. It has 
strong bipartisan support on Capitol Hill. 
There are state tax credits that do the same 
sort of thing. Some states have tax-abate
ment provisions whereby if you invest in 
your historic house, your real estate taxes 
will be frozen for a period of years. I think 

the underlying premise is the recognition 
that historic structures deserve special 
treatment as part of our common heritage 
and they often require special incentives 
for restoration and maintenance. 

What's your read on the New Urbanist 

movement? Are they allies in the preser
vation movement? 

For the most part, I think they are. Some of 
the most talented urban planners in 
America are New Urbanists. I'm all for 
using traditional principles in building com
munities. My quarrel with the New Urbanist 
movement is that they don't devote enough 
of their talents and energies to existing 
communities. They could be major players 
in the restoration and revival of older com
munities. But for the most part, they're only 
building new ones. I'm not a no-growth 
person, and while New Urbani st communi
ties are better than what has traditionally 
been built, they could do even greater work 
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National Trust awarded Deland, Florida, its 1997 Great 
American Main Street Award for preserving it s downtown. 

if they found ways to work within existing 
communities-older cities and towns of all 
kinds. In fairness, some of them are-Peter 
Calthorpe, for example, is doing that. I wish 
more of his colleagues were. 

What role have architects played in the 
preservation movement? 

I don't think we could have gotten anything 
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done over the years without committed 
preservation architects. Preservation 
architects taught us the concepts of adap
tive reuse and preservation. Some of the 
most exciting rehabs I've seen have been 
done by creative architects, whether it's a 
church in Lawrence, Kansas, that's been 
converted into law offices, or an old school 
in Baltimore now used for senior citizen 
housing, or an old warehouse in St. Paul 
reconfigured as studio space for low
income artists. The possibi I ities here are 
endless. And, happily, there are more and 
more really talented architects devoting 
their energies to these kinds of projects. 

What about designating urban neighbor
hoods as historic sites? 
Historic designation can be very helpful to 
a community. It gives a community eco
nomic benefits and a sense of identity that 
it may not have had before. Don Rypkema, a 
real estate consultant who does a lot of 

preservation work, found that historic des
ignation usually improves or stabilizes 
property values. He never found an 
instance in which property values declined. 

In Changing Places, you touch on the 

notion of the limitless American frontier. 
Do we still believe in that? 

There are certain American attitudes that 
have served us well historically, but can 
conflict with some preservation issues. 
One of them is the quest for open space. 
We have a finite amount of it, we're using it 
up pretty rapidly, and we simply have to find 
strategies to deal with it more effectively. 
We're beginning to do that. There's also this 
notion that we're a young country, that we 
don't have a lot of history worth saving. 
Totally wrong! The other attitude that gets 
in our way is that, traditionally, we've been 
a disposable culture. But even that's begin
ning to change. Again, this is thanks to the 
environmental movement, which encour-

Revival of Times Square demonstrates that private 
investment coupled with public policies that encourage 
redevelopment can make urban areas safe and attractive. 

ages us to recycle everything from alu
minum cans to cars. In the preservation 
movement, we are in the community recy
cling business. 
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protest 
A new downtown campus for the University ofTexas at San 
Antonio (UTSA) symbolizes educational opportunity in a neigh
borhood decimated by urban renewal. The new 11-acre campus, 
located within sight of San Antonio 's historic West Side barrio, 
was created in response to an early 1990s court settlement that 
found the University of Texas historically neglected South Texas 
minorities. However, the first of at least three buildings to be built 
on the campus doesn 't live up to the promise of the enterprise. 
The Frio Street Building, designed by local architect Humberto 
Saldana and Associates and completed last July, comprises 
classrooms, lecture hal ls, a student center, and a library, but makes 
a disappointing centerpiece for an important institution. 

The building is a jumble of arbitrary forms that only occasionally 
correspond to interior spaces, an expression of rascuachismo, 
according to the architect. This Spanish term refers to the vernac
ular tradition of adding to a building as needed, usually without 

the Course 
The centerpiece of a downtown 

campus in San Antonio gives lessons 
in how not to make a building. 

regard to the original form or materials. Such modifications gener
ally are made in stages, however, and the buildings retain a strong 
formal identity.The Frio Street Building, with its palette of cladding 
materials and colors, lacks any unifying formal gesture. And since 
it's new, the building has no history to present. 

The Frio Street Building's exterior materials are meant to 
suggest a mixing of regional precedents: Beige limestone recalls 
San Antonio 's Spanish missions, while glazed tile and aluminum 
windows refer to European Modernism. But clumsy detailing is 
obviously inspired less by local vernacular than by a tight budget. 

The street elevation is overly monumental, with the formal play 
of exterior volumes doing little to break up the sheer four-story 
mass. The Frio Street Building is divided into two blocks that 
define a passage intended t o symbolize the role of the new insti
tution in linking downtown San Antonio-and its economic and 
cultural opportunities-to the neglected communities on its West 
Side. But this portal is a stark and uncomfortable shaft capped 
by a clumsy glass pyramid. Although it is the only shaded public 
space at street level, the passage is devoid even of seating. 

The goal of regionally inflected, inclusive archi
tecture is a noble one, and San Antonio has a 
rich cultural and architectural legacy from which 
designers can draw inspiration. Very little of 

that is visible in UTSA's Frio 
Street Building. It is merely a 

conventional classroom 
building in a gaudy wrapper. 
Darryl Ohlenbusch 

Darryl Ohlenbusch is an 
architectural designer and 
educator in San Antonio. 
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Thirty years into their ascendancy, advocates of preservation need to acknowledge 
that they are responsible for at least as many bad buildings as were ever laid at 
the door of the Modern movement. The phenomenon is national and pervasive. It 
stretches from the masterworks of imitation-Colonial Williamsburg, Las Vegas, 
and Disney's town of Celebration, Florida-to the little plastic roof peaks of the 
nation's myriad roadside ducks and sheds. It shows in the seductive fictions of New 
Urbanism and America's now-ubiquitous green-boutique downtowns. The ethical 
core of preservat ion is, like the core of Modernism at a simi lar stage, dissolv ing in a 
bath of popular success. 

The problem lies not inherent ly with preservation. Like every architectural agenda, 
preservation is an expression of preference of the society that invests in it. 
Architects' heroic outrage at the demolition of New York's Pennsylvania Station in 
1962 set in motion something that f it perfectly with the needs of a society that was 
lo~ing confidence in the new. Thereafter, the ascending old-and imitation old
offered comfort to people seeking reassurance, and opened new territory for the exer
cise of its righteous energies. Just as Modernism expressed and served ambitious 
meliorists ready to start fresh early in the century, preservation shores up a culture 
that is losing its nerve. 

In its success, preservation made its own contributions to the prol iferation of its 
problem. It retreated from larger questions about its purposes and limitations to con
centrate on smal I ones of technique. It seemed to authorize, welcome even, a histori
cist " contextual " architecture stuck on buildings li ke bubble gum. It allowed its issues 
to. be decided not so much by thought as by appeals to authority. Like the conflicted, 
wealthy, self-absorbed society around it, it became dogmatic and imposing. 

The preservation movement has become a victim of its own success. 



By Paul Spencer Byard 



Polshek and Partners' 

streamlined addition 

enlivens ribbed box of 
Harrison & Abramowitz

designed Columbia Law 

School. Louvered, glass

and-steel entrance pavilion, 
placed atop inhospitable 

concrete plinth of original 

building, re-engages school 

with street grid, and 
provides clearly defined 

entrance to building. 
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In this state, preservation seemed to lose touch with its ethical core. It lost sight of 
the fact that it is about reality, about the survival of real things and the lessons inher
ent in them, who we have been , and who we are as we try to make something of our 

lives. It treated its old bu ildings as artifacts to be coddled even at the expense of the 
truth, rather than works of art that make the truth accessible. It forsook its unique 

cr itical significance as a device to show difference, not to obscure it. 
Preservation lapsed into this state because of an ambiguity about the nature of its 

work: It had difficulty embracing its entanglement with the present and the new. The 

fi eld has always been troubled by the fact that its interventions, even in the strictest 
restoration, are all cont emporary expressive choices, showing what we want to th ink 
of old things now, not what they immutably are. Preservationists now need to forget 

this hesitation and acknowledge that the movement's architects, scholars, and advo
cates are unavoidably engaged with the new in the great and difficult public art of 

architecture, helping new architecture use old buildings and their meanings to speak 
accurately about our times. As such, its highest concern is not so much the safety of 
the old as the qua I ity and validity of the new. What matters most is not what the old 

thing is, but what new architecture makes of its meaning. An acknowledgement of the 

cardinal importance of the new-indeed a cheerful embrace of its wonderful poss ibili
ti es-wi II not necessarily be popular in a society that likes to pretend, one that has 
dif ficulty with reality and with difference. But it should be helpful in getting out of the 

current imitative morass, particu larly in addressing the most important piece of busi
ness now facing preservation : buildings from the mid-20th century. The monuments 
of Modernism-many of t hem deeply unpopular-make the difference that preserva
tion exists to serve particularly vivid. 

Modernism was important exactly because it did not do what popular preservation 
might do. Modernists t hought things were different in the early 20th century, that we 
could change and do thi ngs for our own good that were unheard of in the past. 
Embracing abst raction like the ot her arts of its time, Modernism showed off its confi
dence in the new, spoke for its times, and in the process, opened limitless and extra-



ordinary expressive possibilities. It also got into serious trouble as its ideas became 
simplistic dogma and were widely and destructively imposed. 

The mixture of wonders and troubles in these buildings-their obdurate reality and 
irreducible difference-puts the question of what to do with them happily beyond 
pastiche. Furthermore, some first-class examples of what can be done with them
the understanding they require and the possibilities they offer when engaged in seri
ous new architecture-are already on hand to see and indeed to celebrate. These 
have nothing to do with preservation as we have come to know it; however, their treat
ment of historic buildings makes us reconsider the expressive potential of inventive 
presentation. Gifted architects are using older 20th-century buildings to say some
thing about where we are as we approach the millennium. 

Columbia University's Jerome S. Greene Hall (facing page) is a fine example of 
the redemptive powers of new architecture added onto the old. The object of Polshek 
and Partners' work was a tough one: expanding Harrison &Abramowitz's easy-to
hate Columbia Law School (1963).The famous toaster on 116th Street in New York 
City embodied lumpish versions of important ideas of its time-notably, in its siting 
back and up from the street on a raised base.The ideas were our ideas, however much 
we now think we know better.They differed only in ambition and method from what we 
wish we could do today. And this is what Polshek's addition acknowledges. 

Polshek respectfully applies what we have learned since the 1960s to humanize the 
law school. Thus, by its placement, the addition ties the school back into the city grid 
from which the original architects thought they should remove it. It breaks into the old 
base to unite and dignify the split entries that were the exasperating consequence of 
t he raised plaza. It refines the original uniform stockade of concrete and glass into an 
elegant horizontal block of clear glass and l ight metal that engages the contemporary 
school with the street, animating the transition from the old vertical blocks of Mc Kim, 
Mead & White's campus to the horizon beyond the cliffs of Morningside Heights. 
Making a satisfying three-part composition out of the base and tower that is still 
faithful to Harrison &Abramowitz's original architecture, Greene Hall transforms the 
school into the work of art it wished to be. 

Foster and Partners' Cambridge University Law Faculty Building (right) had a hap
pier object to address: James Stirling's adjacent History Faculty Building (1964), an 
important building less in need of redemption than moral support. Stirling's History 
Faculty was a pioneer in the possibilities of tectonic architecture-both as a piece of 
art and as a representation of the capabilities and resources of its society. The 
History Faculty regrettably demanded too much of its own technology: It leaked and 
overheated, becoming unpopular and escaping demolition only with the help of an 
immovable Tudor historian. Laid down in obvious homage to Stirling, Foster's new 
neighbor ends the History Faculty's isolation at the edge of the university's campus 
and vindicates Stirling's ideas in a strong display of what can be made of them given 
current technical capacities. Where Stirling's library-as-greenhouse fought gravity 
as it hung down over its historians, Foster's truncated glass quarter-cylinder balloons 

Sleek forms of Norman 
Foster's new Law Faculty 
at Cambridge University 
salute adjacent History 
Faculty Building, designed 
by James Stirling. Glazed 
west facade reflects 
Stirling structure, creating 
visual and symbolic linl< 
between buildings. 



From some views, architect 
Bernard Tschumi's addition 
to Le Fresnoy National Studio 
for Contemporary Arts in 
Tourcoing, France, creates 
aggressively new and Modern 
image (below left and right>; 
from others, it cradles turn
of-the-century structures with 
new lightweight roof (bottom). 

over its trays of lawyers as if with endless energy. His sliced-off main facade, beauti
fu lly curved in deference to an historic tree, reflects Stirling's rough glass assem
bl ies in an infinitely smooth surface. The facade is freely scored with horizontal 
offshoots of its accelerat ing curve, uplifting the adjacent plazas and pilotis of Hugh 
Casson's 1961 Modern Languages Building in the process. Foster's Law Faculty 
makes Stirling 's once-strange portent the lead player in a live demonstration of the 
possibilities of 20th-century architecture. Foster, on behalf of the un iversity, salutes 
Stirling, like a cheerful, old-radical professor acknowledged at last for his early work. 

Demonstrating the most daring new approach toward preservation, Bernard 
Tschumi 's National Studio for Contemporary Arts in Tourcoing, France, is much more 
di sturbing. Tschumi began with three elderly, turn-of-the-century arenas for popular 
entertainment like wrest li ng and animal acts. Recognizing the buildings' value as 
forebears of the " popular" high-tech med ia arts to be taught at the school , the archi
tect shelters them under a gigantic roof that feeds technical services from above. Lit 
through cutouts in the roof decking, the zone between the roof and the old spaces is 
filled with columns, rods, ducts, catwalks, and stairs that Tschumi adds to make it 
read as the meaning of t he combination of old and new. What he makes and cele
brates in this zone, we realize, is a built rendering from the computer screen, made 
accessible by an extraordinary vertiginous grand stair that makes getting there like 
falling through the looking glass. Playing with the stair's scale, Tschumi lands the 
beguiling folly of the studio amid the scraggly trees of its site like a visitation from 
another order of imaginat ion, adapting the old arenas for the play of the virtual 
monsters of our mind. 

These three aggressive, confident additions give some sense of the pleasures of a 
renewed attention to the ultimate business of preservation: making the most of the 
meanings of old buildings with discipline, faithfulness, insight, and imagination. Each 
addition treats its old building respectfully, like a collaborator, and works out insights 
of real value. They make clear what we are doing as preservationists and why we are 
doing it-and why it is an unambiguously worthwhile task. 

Paul Spencer Byard is principal of New Yori< City-based Platt Byard Dovel/ Architects. 



At Le Fresnoy, Tschumi 
shelters existing buildings 
beneath new umbrellalike 
roof. Tschumi celebrates 
zone between new roof, 
containing high-tech services, 
and renovated sheds below. 
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By Joseph Giovannini 

House reclaims former 
electrical station in revi

talized industrial zone 

now filled with live-work 
studios (above). Site bor

ders railyards on north
east edge of downtown 

Los Angeles !right>. 



ROTO RECHARGES A DERELICT POWER 
STATION WITH AN ELECTRIFYING LOFT 
CONVERSION. 
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Existing sectional geometry analysis 

Renovated sectional geometry analysis 

Every six years or so, a breakout house gives the architectural profession pause. In the early 1970s, it was 
the Douglas House by Richard Meier, perched in solitary white splendor on a steep, wooded hillside 

overlooking Lake Michigan; later in the decade, it was Frank Gehry 's reinterpretation of his own plain 

and ordinary bungalow as an open-air, live-in installat ion. In the mid-1980s, the Austrian firm Coop 
Himmelblau plumbed the potential of chaos with a flurry of lines conceived as a storm of glass and steel 
in Malibu . All were houses that precipitated anesthetic, and the Gehry and Himmelblau designs, in par

ticular, shifted the architectural paradigm to a wilder place. Houses, after all, color practice, make repu
tations, and sometimes pivot architectural history. 

After a long dry spell, a new house by Partners Mi chae l Rotondi and Clark Stevens of Los Angeles
based Ro To Architects, has emerged as the next significant notch in the architectural timeline. The form 

of the complex, hybrid structure reflects an unusual genesis, based in a peculiar site and nurtured by 
clients who almost seem invented themselves. 

RoTo 's commission involved remodeling the machine shop of L.A.'s first electrical power station in a 

former industrial belt near downtown. The building, ad jacent to the st reet and surrounded by a parking 

lot, was already being used as a loft by Kathy Reges, an art collector, and Richard Carlson, a demolition 
contractor who specializes in dismantling industrial buildings. The coup le wanted more comfort from 

their unusual house, whi le retaining the structure's raw, open nature. The steel-framed, concrete-clad 
building-styled in 1915 as a two-story, Neoclassical pavilion-overlooks the main railyards leading into 

downtown L.A.; a major freeway; the city's skyline; and the Santa Monica and San Gabriel mountains. 

With long trains locomoting along a web of tracks, the surrou nding landscape moves-accompanied by 
riffs of train wh istl es-to unstructured, percussive beats of steel against stee l. 

What seemed at first like a forbidding industrial wasteland proved a real-life Tinkertoy quarry that 

Ro To culled to produce one of the most compelling architectural visions s ince Gehry combed the thor

oughf ares of L.A. for his own street-smart house: A steel-girder depot, like a lawn surrounding the old 
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RoTo's geometric analysis 
determined reconfigured 
section (diagrams, facing 
pagel. Steel shell atop 
existing concrete-and
steel pavilion (facing page, 
top and above) contains 
bedroom annex . Angular 
steel panels supported by 
rooftop beams buffer 
south side of house Ctop 
left and left). Walkway 
between steel cladding and 
original structure wraps 
southwest corner of house 
(facing page, bottom). 
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Solid steel door on south 
flanl< of house (below) 
leads to private entrance. 
Stairway (right> leads to 
kitchen. Stairs are 
finished in cherry wood; 
small desk flanking 
kitchen (facing page) is 
crafted of beech. 
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First-floor plan 

machine shop, offered the architects a trove of material with which to build their invention. Cranes and 
forklifts were already on site, and a full-time steel fabricator was brought in to provide expertise. 

The clients were game for the adventure: "Kathy and I figured Michael was very talented, and if you're 

going to commission an architect to build something , you might as well let him have a free hand. We 

knew that trying to fit into a three-bedroom, two-bath real estate sheet wasn 't going to work," says 
Carlson, who served as general contractor for the three years of construction. 

RoTo's domestic transformation grew out of the surrounding rail and recycled-materials yards as 
organically as any house Frank Lloyd Wright built into a bucolic slope. The serene idealism of a Petit 

Trianon confronted the powerful metallic materiality of the industrial landscape in a roiling composite of 
the cooked and the raw. The architects began by reorganizing t he building 's section. The vertiginous 
36-foot-tall living room on the ground floor of the existing loft became a semiprivate gallery, while the 

upper floor emerged as a more intimate, but still soaring, living and dining area. Steel shells were added 
to the roof to enclose a new master bedroom and a mezzanine-level guest room above the living room. A 

corrugated metal shield was added on the railyard side of the house to mitigate sound and diesel fumes , 

creating a tall per imeter wall at grade to invert the site adjacent to the structure. The yard was lushly 

planted as a rain-forest garden, and an old gas tank was halved and welded together end-to-end to form 

a lap pool el evated above the garden on metal struts. 
Rotondi and Stevens foraged in the adjacent depot to find cast-off trusses, beams, and staircases. 

Their fundamental insight was to subvert the repetitive character of these industrial parts by reassem

bling them in nonstandardized ways-" to end up with spatial configurations that weren't merely recti 
linear and repetitive," explains Stevens. But the architects did not simply create an architectural collage 

of found parts. They extrapolated lines from significant moments in the surrounding landscape-the 
neighboring towers of downtown, various mountain peaks, and Dodger Stadium-into the building 

to create geometries that organized the recycled members that were worked through the structure. 

.--~--.-1 • 20·1sm G Second-floor plan 

CD entrance 

® studio 

0 storage 

© garden 

0 kitchen 

© living 

0 open to below 

® deck 

(!) pool 

@ bedroom 

@ wardrobe 

Third-floor plan 
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New steel armature sup
ports corrugated metal 
shell crowning soaring 
second-floor living and 
dining areas (facing page 
and rightl . Windows 
along living room's south 
wall (above) overlook dou
ble-height gallery. Stair 
behind drywall-encased 
fireplace st ack leads to 
third-floor master bed
room with panoramic 
views Ctop rightl. 
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North-south section looking west 

North-south section lool<ing east 

"We've been influenced by the relationship American Indians have to the land , and we're always thinking 
about how to bring physical and spiritual geographies into a project," says Stevens. " We analyzed the 

building through drawings to understand the internal relationships. It's like a Rorschach test: You look at 
something and things start to emerge-you see potential volumes." 

With sight lines converging inside, the architects cultivated a reciprocal relationship between the 
building and the near and distant landscapes. Instead of one geometric center, there are several centers 

of several arcs. "We found a secondary geometry with multiple centers, and their radii generated the 
building's form," explains Rotondi. In plan, pie-shaped wedges radiate lines past the outside walls to 

points in the landscape. This new geometry gives the structure a dynamic secondary language of incom

plete, non-Euclidean forms that contrast with the serene simplicity of the original structure. Neither the 
absolute world of the original Classical shell nor the dynamic world of RoTo's abstract interventions 

dominates, leaving the house in a tense state of ambiguity between the certainty of the old and the 
uncertainty of the new. The overlapping geometries generate smal I-scale terraces, landings, and over

looks that are subsumed within the larger program. 

Just as the architects opened the structure to the environment with radiating sight lines, they also 

opened the design process to other participants-contractor, fabricators, and consultants-in a drawn

out jam session verging on improvisation. Rotondi does not believe that the architect should dominate 
other actors in the building process: He relaxes the grip over design exercised by so many architects, 

enriching the building with different disciplines and thought systems.This brand of "open practice" was 
especially productive in the Carlson-Reges project because the location of RoTo's studio-a stone 's 

throw from the house-al lowed frequent discussions with carpenters and steel fabricators. "We told 
each tradesman our design intentions so we could hear their advice," recalls Rotondi. "We wanted what 
the steel guy does in an ordinary industrial building. I learned that an industrial building is an additive 
system. You don't weave things together; you add layers." Rotondi decided to live with any mistakes, 
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Architect RoTo trans
formed rusted steel 
gasoline tan I< found on 
site into lap pool 
attached to west side 
of living room (far 
right>. Supported on 
steel struts, pool 
shades lushly planted 
private garden (right>. 

"even if it looked bad." The architect was secure enough with the process to simply let things happen . 

Instead of typical working drawings, Rotondi and Stevens improvised hard lined sketches on 81/2-by-11-

inch sheets. "We kept ourselves in a realm of uncertainty as long as we could, taking a higher degree of 
comfort in the unpredictable. We were trying to capture uncertainty itself in this building," Rotondi sug

gests. The architect s walked the thin line between coherence and incoherence-"that turbulent moment 
when matter transforms from one state to another, all the parts interacting," says Rotondi. 

The architects didn't cut into the existing structure, but simply removed windows and door frames to 
allow pieces of the new steel armature to penetrate open expanses in the original pavilion enclosure. 

With outside spaces moving inside the shell and interior spaces flowing outside, the architects blurred 

boundaries of spatial divisions with membranes that jump back and forth between old and new. A red

wood deck inside the original concrete frame, for example, lies outside the two new bedroom areas but 
within the corrugated metal enclosures, creating an in-between space. 

Each new piece of the house has a memory of other geometries. It anticipates the next, and the meta

morphosing forms are always in a state of self-mutation. Each piece, such as the hovering plaster vol
umes in the living room, is experienced in different ways from different angles, and nothing is revealed 

from a single point of view.The building's spaces and forms unfold unpredictably, especially where the 
old and new geometries and languages col I ide to shape hybrid spatial pockets. The architects have cre

ated a building with an underlying composite order that does not easily reveal itself. This complexity has 

coherence, however; the building may be segmented, but it is not fragmented. "We were not interested in 

creating alienation and fragmentation , but wholes," exp lains Rotondi. 
The Carlson-Reges House accomplishes the rare feat of displaying sophisticated tectonic expres

sion without being merely technolog ical. In a dance that seems to flirt with both the rational and irra

tional, the architects have enchanted a serene, Classical structure into a state of wonder with 

hard-nosed logic and a heavy dose of heavy metal. 

CARLSON-REGES HOUSE 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

CLIENTS: Richard Carlson and Kathy Reges ARCHITECT: RoTo Architects, Los Angeles-Michael Rotondi, Clark Stevens 
(principals) , Angela Hiltz, Kenneth Kim, Yusuke Obuchi, Brian Reiff, Craig Scott (project team), Michael Brandes, Peggy 
Bunn, Carrie Jordan, Bader Kassim, James Keyhani , Gregory Kight, Thorsten Kraft, Qu H. Kim, Tracy Loeffler, Liana Sipelis, 
Caroline Spigelski , James Malloch Taylor (project assistants) ENGINEERS: Peter S. Higgins and Associates (structural) 
CONSULTANTS: Donald T. Griggs (structural steel fabrication); Richard Reyes; Ark kit-forms (furniture) GENERAL CONTRACTOR: 

Richard Carlson COST: Withheld at owner's request PHOTOGRAPHER: Benny Chan/Fotoworks, except as noted 
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At east end of gallery, new 
structural frame supports 
second reconfigured steel 
tanl< , housing contempla
tive space, portion of 
master bathroom, and 
rooftop belvedere !below 
left!. Enclosed by glass 
wall, pool scupper projects 
into upper reaches of 
gallery (below). 
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BY EDWARD l<EEGAN 

A FORMER WAREHOUSE IN CINCINNATI TAl<ES 
ON NEW LIFE AS A VIDEO-PRODUCTION STUDIO. 

INDUSTRIAL 



An esthetic derived from glass, steel, and 
exposed utilities can be labeled "high-tech " 

architecture. But when compared with cutting

edge computer technologies like those used at 

Cincinnati 's Lightborne Communicat ions for 
video production and editing, even a sophisti

cated arch itectural expression of polished 
materials can seem downright primitive. 

"There's nothing high-tech about the archi
tecture here," asserts Argentine-born arch itect 

Jose Garcia, describing the elaborately layered 
renovation and addition located in Back of the 

Rhine-a neighborhood of solid immigrant-built 

masonry structures. Garcia and codesignerTerry 
Boling began the project in collaboration with 

Ken Jones-a Cincinnati-based architect whose 

preservation expertise proved critical in restoring 
portions of the original building-and during 
the process, founded their own four-person firm 

named VOX Architects. The team of Garcia, 
Boling, and Jones inserted an assembly of metal

and-glass volumes, exposed mechanical and 

electrical services, and a sculptural concrete 
stair into a late-1930s warehouse. Each of these 

additions physically supports Lightborne's inno-

vative digital technologies, and visually empha
sises the high-tech nature of the enterprise. 

The existing five-story, open-loft, concrete

framed warehouse had a simple three-bay brick 
facade that concealed a two-bay-wide interior 
organization. The building's top three floors 

set back to create a towerlike profile.The team 

transformed the overall massing by extending the third floor to house 
video-editing suites and building a two-story addition to the west that 

contains a double-height video-production studio on the ground floor, 
editing suites on the second floor, and a rooftop terrace. 

The structure of the addition echoes the detailing of the original 
building 's concrete frame, which is fully exposed along a side alley 
but concealed by buff-colored brick on the street facade. Unlike the 
original building 's brick front, however, the new elevation is clearly 
expressed as a veneer that sits atop a steel shelf angle. The architects 

visually extend an existing limestone sill at the second floor along 
the new elevation with a precast concrete replica of the original that 
floats free of the wal I and is supported by a new concrete beam. 
The suspended nature of the new construction is expressed further 
through the complicated composition of the new windows where 
cross-sections of structural steel appear to float in front of the glazing. 

The entrance reveals the spare, luminous qualities of the reconfig
ured loft interior. Original concrete floors, columns, and ceilings are 
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LIGHTBORNE COMMUNICATIONS 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

CLIENT: Lightborne Communications PROJECT 

DESIGNERS: Terry Boling, Jose Garcia (team 
leader), Ken Jones ARCHITECT: Ken Jones and 
Associates, Cincinnati , Ohio- Ken Jones 
(design principal), Michelle Avery, Dan Batt, 
Shawn Duffy, Tobias Hasselgren, Josh Predovich, 
Marc Swackhammer (project team), Miranda Mote, 
Terri Treinen, Karl Wallick (project assistants) 
ENGINEERS: Steven Schaefer Associates (struc
tural) ; Maxfield , Schwartz, Lonnemann & Kohrs 
(mechanical , electrical, plumbing) CONSULTANTS: 

Mark Adler (audiovisual); Daniel W. Martin 
(acoustics) GENERAL CONTRACTORS: Turner Special 
Projects Division; Pilot Contracting COST: Withheld 
at owner's request PH OTOGRAPH ER : J. Miles Wolf 



Building services are 
displayed behind metal
and-glass cases screening 
private worlc areas from 
hallway (facing page). 
Editing suite (below) is 
enclosed by opaque, 
backlit Plexiglas walls. 
Large metal-and-glass 
doors (bottom!, guided 
by curved tracks suspend
ed from ceiling, swing 
open to provide access 
to mechanical and 
electrical equipment. 

left exposed, while new woodwork cuts the space into reception, video 

viewing, and service areas. A lyrically curving ramp moves visitors 

across an existing level change and leads to a dramatic, sculpted con
crete stair, an organic form that resembles a spinal column. 

The building's second and third floors contain video-editing suites 

that require ample power and data connections and large volumes 
of conditioned air. A series of thick walls separate these workrooms 

while framing the hodgepodge of ductwork, fan-coil units, wiring, 

and cabling within intricately detailed steel-and-glass cases.These 
elements are displayed in the public corridor behind panes of clear 

glass, while neon-green acrylic and translucent laminated glass 
panels line the workspaces to create luminous privacy screens. 

The presentation of the mechanical and electrical 
systems provides a powerful esthetic that reinforces 
the " backstage" nature of Lightborne 's business. 

(Most of their work involves postproduction editing 

and mixing.) But there's also a practical side to this 
industrial language: Readily accessible interstitial 
spaces can easily be modified to adapt to the rapid 
changes in the technology that Lightborne utilizes. 

The architects transformed the old building by 
layering elements, and then separating them from 
the existing structure. Unlike the original building, 

whose depth results from its masonry mass, the 
new interventions develop their richness through 

thoughtful composition. 

" We're bound to images of the Industrial 

Revolution. That is how we picture technology," 

says Garcia. But as the silicon era of bits and bytes 
supersedes the industrial era that produced 

the original warehouse, Lightborne's new insertions 
defer to its new machinery-although with a nostal

gic deployment of old high-tech metaphors. Garcia 
is unapologetic about the irony: "The technology in 

the computers is not reflected in the architecture." 
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Is the debate over preserving structures that aren't typically considered histor
ically valuable date-related or more of a cultural issue? 
PAUL WESTLAKE: If a building is important to the character of a community and if 
it's beloved and recognized as a symbol, then it's a landmark. The 50-year date 
that is often used to establish landmark status isn 't critical. What's important is 
that it defines a community's traditions and culture. This idea is especially rele
vant in the Western United States, where 80 percent of the buildings have been 
built since World War II.That whole landscape falls outside the norms of what we 
think of in the East as historic fabric. 
GEORGE SKARMEAS: The 50-year mark has been debated very seriously lately, and 
the National Park Service is in the process of revising its standards. This is pri
marily because of Dulles Airport [in Washington, D.C.]. The issue there was the 
restoration, expansion, and modification of a building that was landmarked even 
though it was only about 30 years old. In the past, we lost a lot of important build
ings because they were not on some list. 
PAUL BYARD: As for the underlying objective, age is probably unimportant. It's a 
question of what you can learn from a building. To a degree, the date question is a 
way of getting around the .popularity issue. 
01ANe KAESE: Popularity is somethi.ng that I'd like to take out of the picture ____ _ 
because a landmark isn't necessarily popular architecturally.The Edward Durell 
Stone building on Columbus Circle in New York City is a classic case. My first 
reaction to it, which is st ill my reaction today, was "Who let that get built here?" 
But I now realize that there is a lot to that building. 
BYARD: We only progress when we get away from likes and disl ikes. We have to 
get to some substantive point about the quality of the building and what you learn 
from it. We also have to be reminded of the cyclical nature of preference. We are 
now realizing how fine things are that we hated for the past 15 years. 
PAMELA HAWKES: People think there's a scientific approach to preservation that 
will always field the right answer. But the more I do it, the more difficult the 
answers seem to be.The easy buildings have been dealt with. Now we're dealing 
with the ones that are more marginal. 
BYARD: They're not necessarily more marginal; they're just newer. We haven't 
thought about them in the same way. We've been through a period of not feeling 
good about the buildings of the 1960s and 1970s because they were out of tune 
with the conservative, disappointed world in which we've been living lately. But 
it's conceivable that this, too, shall pass. 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Proper
ties stipulate that additions must be different, yet compatible with historic 
structures. How do you combine old architecture with new construction? 
HUGH HARDY: The purpose of these guidelines is to challenge people to think about 
what's at stake in ways they never had before. 
KAESE: I disagree. "Tell me what I have to do!"-that's what architects want When 
you hand an architect the Secretary of the Interior's standards, they baffle them 
because there's so much interpretation necessary. 
HARDY: That's really horrifying. 
WESTLAKE: Maybe architects are too timid. My experience is that those involved in 
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state historic preservation offices and with the Department of the Interior are 
actually open to strong change and contemporary solutions. 
sKARMEAS: The question is: Can you legislate sensibility, sensitivity, and design 
talent? You can 't. I think the standards are an attempt to protect buildings. When 
we're dealing with new construction and additions to historic buildings, we need 
to figure out ways of managing egos. Generally, the underlying assumption is that 
we can improve on the past. But that's not necessarily the case, and the stan
dards attempt to control change and put it on a manageable course. I'm not sure 
that's the right approach. But it certainly makes us think about these issues. First, 
we need to understand what the building means, its significance and character. 
Then we must figure out our relationship to that. 
HARDY: It's difficult to generalize a way in which it ought to be done. But context 
has a lot to do with it and the materials make an enormous difference. 
WESTLAKE: The key is to find something to transform the orig inal principles into 
new vocabularies. Often, we thi.nk it's better to stand as far away from the original 
as possible, to understand the original not through its details and materials, but 
through the spirit of the composition. Too much confusion is created by weak 
attempts to conform to historic work. 
JOHN MILNER: I got a lesson from Bob Venturi 20 years ago when we were working 
on the Frankl in Court Project in Philadelphia, which involved the restoration of 

five rowhouses, one of which was totally gone and had to be reconstructed: These 
houses were to commemorate Benjamin Franklin and to screen his house, which 
was built on the courtyard behind it. The question was, What do we do with this 
missing tooth? And I said, "Well, for sure it should be a very different; contempo
rary building." And Bob Venturi said, "No, it shouldn 't. It should be another row
house." Looking back, if we had done a contemporary building, it wouldn 't have 
been right. 
BYARD: Venturi was on the cutting edge at that time. 
JAMES RHODES: Rule"making, whether it's the Secretary's standards or preserva
tion law, seems to serve two functions. One is to express some element of con
sensus, that this is the best we could come up with together. The otheris that if 
you do it this way, you won't get into trouble. But you can always come in if you 've 
got something different. Defining design excellence is impossible. That's why 
the people who interpret the standards must be well-chosen and responsible. 
As society changes, the rules may be interpreted differently. 
BYARD: The key words within the standards are very generous. I mean, "appropri
ately" gives you all the room in the world. 
RHODES: It's a wonderful word, isn't it? 
BYARD: So is "compatibility." It depends on what you bring to it, and that is what 
the word is supposed to do. It's supposed to leave room for your work. 
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How has the public's perception of preservation evolved over time? 

WESTLAKE: The public, including developers, has gotten very involved in the 
review process. There's been confusion between authenticity and nostalgia. 
There's so much emphasis on celebrating preservation that it's difficult to get the 
public to accept contemporary work in an historic context. I like Garrison Keillor's 
quote that says, "The past was copied, quoted, and constantly looked at until one 
day, the country looked more like it used to than it ever had before." Th is kind of 
nostalgia is the enemy of progress. 
HARDY: The public seems to be frightened by the enormity of change. Con
sumerism is at an all-time high, and now the wealthy can possess the past.They 
can live in a Park Avenue apartment the same way people did in 1930. New York 

has become a time machine. All cities are time machines that way. The middle 

class wants to possess history, too, and that's where you get into nostalgia. 
HAWKES: Or you get Nantucket, which has become economically viable simply 

because it's a preservation area. Last summer, The Boston Globe quoted citizens 
saying, "If you change it, no one will come." Now people come in droves, building 
subdivisions of little Nantucket houses. What was originally a very thoughtful and 
well-developed design review now deals with trophy houses. It's hard to figure 
out what's real there, because everything you see looks exactly the same. 
WESTLAKE: It might be uniquely American to prize nostalgia. Europeans don't 
operate that way. There's always been a healthier attitude there about change. In 
this country, we don't understand the difference between conformity-which is 
what these trophy houses are, and what so many architectural guidelines deal 
with-and the impact of new work on tradition. In other arts, there isn 't this 
obsession with history. The whole history of music, for example, is one of contin

uous change, part of a continuum. We don't have that attitude about architecture. 
HAWKES: Time affects us in a much more physical way than it does the other arts, 
though. You can lose the music, but if you build something and it's not great, it's 

there with you for a long time. 
MILNER : The more I work in this f ield, the more weary I get of the notion that we 
have to establish a cutoff date for a restoration, or we have to freeze time at 1853 
and the colors all have to be what was there in 1853, and the furniture all has to be 
the same. It deprives the public of the notion of change. The public certainly is 
able to understand change and deal with it. 
BYARD: If we are really showing people anything, it is difference, not sameness. 
The whole point of having an old thing is that it 's different. 
HARDY: This is the first time the public has been involved actively with the re-cre
ation of the past in architecture. History was like some wonderful trunk in the 
attic and you 'd go root around in it and it was something you played with, but it 
wasn't this serious endeavor to try to restore something. 
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BYARD: The very notion that you could even think you could is wonderfully naive. 

At Frank Lloyd Wright's Wingspread in Racine, Wisconsin, engineer Robert 

Silman Associates used high-tech composite materials to strengthen the roof. 
Was this a suitable preservation strategy? 

HAWKES: It's not that radical. The best preservation approach is always to use 
tried-and-true materials in a way that's reversible so that if doesn't quite work out, 
the next set of repairs will be just as easy. There were some catastrophic fa i lures 
of materials used in the 1970s and 1980s from wh ich there was almost no way out. 
BYARD : Wingspread got right to the issue. When you put it back together, are you 
trying to make a perfect artifact, or are you looking at it as a work of art that has a 
certain effect? I don't care if you repair it with carbon fiber or with 2-by-4s; the 
point is to be able to learn from it what you can. 
HARDY: All restoration has to be an interpretation because it 's basically impossi
ble to restore anything. You cannot turn the clock back; you can 't re-create the 
people who lived in the society that buil t a building. Preservation is one matter; 
restorat ion is something totally different. The museum psychology would have 

.~, 

you beli eve that you can take build ings and freeze them in t ime. But we all know 
you can 't do that. You can reveal the interventions, making clear that this is some
thing new. The opposite approach is that it should be sympathet ic. If you can't 
tell, if it's seamless, that's fakery. 
BYARD: It's very interesting that one has to be convinced of the only thing that is 
an inescapable truth : Change is simply one of the t hings about us. But it's still a 
way of going at the same set of issues. 

What new technologies do you find most useful in historic preservation? 

RHODES: I see computers and dig ital media affecting all levels, from documen
tat ion through building maintenance and operations. At St. Thomas Church in 
New York, we recently coupled the latest digital camera and notebook-computer 
technologies with old-fashioned steeplejacking-jumping off buildings. Workers 
jumped off the steeples on a rope armed with a camera and we sat up in the bell 
tower to see the flaws of the building without having to erect expensive scaffold
ing. The documents for that building were scanned in New York and drafted by 
skilled persons in Europe, who sent us back digital files. 
BYARD: My eyes have just been opened to the benefits of radar, wh ich we've been 
using on the restorat ion of Cooper Un ion. It is absolutely mag ical that it can tell 
you the location of every anchor. 
RHODES : The computer has allowed us to develop a system of keynoting digital 
drawings and scanned photographs that creates stronger document sets. That 
allows us to go from the field, where we can apply keynotes to the documents, to 
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translating them into remedial drawings and, after scanning historical details 
and documents, to seeing what lies behind a wall. 
SKARMEAS: We have to use technology appropriately, as in the medical profes
sion . I just hope we don't go through the same process that physicians went 
through where they started prescribing MRls [magnetic-resonance imaging] for 
every patient. We've got data loggers now, but do we need tci monitor every build 
ing and become saturated with a lot of information? New technology will add a 
cost to our services that, at some level, may create problems with clients. 
MILNER: I lament the loss of the skill of hand-drafting. A lot of the projects we do 
are very individual and require hand-drafting. It's difficult nowadays to interview 
potential employees and find any but a few who have hand-drafting skills, partic
ularly younger ones. 

WESTLAKE: Phot()waphy can cipture many aspects of restoration work far better 
than drawings. So the application of digital photography to the. final contract doc
uments is a great tool. lt_saves us. from tryi ng to look at fairly complex things and 
figure out how to draw t .hem just to make a' few s'imple notes on .seiected areas. 
The same details can be captured _very well in photographs. 

Are'there hew players on the design team? Do they have changing roles and 
new responsibilities? 
SKARMEAS: There's an interesting situation we're facing at the University of Penn-, 
_sylvania, The school dismantled the physical-plant department .and hired prop
erty manager Tramine.11 Crow. This i.s a new reality-a developer who th inks in 
terms of a·building's depreciation cycles and return on investment, not years of 
history. Trammell Crow has become the lead in everything that happens on Penn's 
campus. 
WESTLAKE: Design-build ·changes the makeup of teams. We have done restoration 
and preservation design-build projects where clients let you negotiate relation
ships with artisans, for example, so you can work together closely. You can select 
teams and put them on board in the beginning-within a negotiated framework. 
That is a major change in the way we work and the way we interact with trades. 
RHODES: Preservation is drawing the architect back to the field. Most contempo
rary architects t rust the construction managers to do their bidding. At most, the 
architect checks shop drawings. 
WEST LAKE: The way we're forming teams in the restoration and preservation proj
ects we do is very different from our new work. Our preservation client s demand 
that we function more in the role that architects did when the build ings were cre
ated-as generalists with some broad control , which is pretty healthy. They're 
often seeking-and we 're seeking, too-n.egotiated relationsh ips with t eams 
of art isans, for example. 
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Many forecasters predict that by 2010, preservation and renovation will amount 

to between 30 percent and 50 percent of all architectural building services in 

the United States. Where do you see preservation headed in the next decade? 

MILNER: I hope that as the tax-abatement programs kick in to encourage revitaliza
tion, most preservation work will focus on urban areas or small communities. 
RHODES : Attention will also shift from just the monuments of our past, as people 
realize that recycling buildings of only moderate historical value is good practice. 
HARDY: The point about urban context is well-taken because most old buildings 
are in cities. We are in a minority: Mainstream culture is out there by the freeway, 
in the shopping center, in the housing development, and there isn't an old building 
anywhere. To the general public, this whole conversation would be meaningless. 
That is the American culture. I think everything hinges on whether the cities con
tinue to come back to life. 
KAESE: Not only is the preservation of architectural infrastructure key, but so is 
how we deal with bridges, tunnels, and subways. 
WESTLAKE: When consider ing infrastructure, we will have to ask: What makes 
towns and communities vital? I'm not talking about the visual character, but the 
decisions to route around towns and take traffic off Main Street. This has hurt 
many communities. Infrastructure is an area where preservation can have an 
extraordinary impact.There is also now a market in converting big office buildings 
to residences. We're seeing this, surprisingly, in Southwestern cities like Dallas. 
It's not l ike the old industrial buildings and warehouses becoming housing
these are big office buildings. In places where people trad itionally commuted into 
cities from the suburbs, they can now live in these rehabilitated office buildings 
and workthere, too. 
HARDY: Cit ies could be in good shape in the futu re. It takes public-private partner
ships to make these things work. 
WESTLAKE: That may be increasing with the strain on public budgets. 
HARDY: True. Beyer Blinder Belle's renovation of Grand Central Terminal couldn't 
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happen if it weren 't for the marketplace justifying all that public investment. And 
our 42nd StreetTheater would not have happened were it not for the private mar
ketplace, which is going to make it work and inflate the land values. 
RHODES : It's not only due to the private sector, but some local, state, and federal 
programs, as well. You 're finding some money going into efforts like the Legacy 
Program, which funds Department of Defense projects that bring architects from 
the public and private sector together. The restoration of Ellis Island wouldn't 
have happened so successfully without public and private cooperation. It's 
healthy for the architecture profession to develop these relationships. 
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Architect left ware
house's original 
signage above new 
steel-and-glass 
entrance (rightl. 
New corrugated 
metal-clad lofts 
rise from stabilized 
ruins of bricl< wall 
(below). Steel 
trusses brace 
living units against 
original brick wall 
(facing page}. 

Second-floor plan 

O entrance 

0 perimeter light court 

O mews 

0 loft units 

0 private patio 
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The Oriental Warehouse, a squat, 200-foot-square block in San 
Francisco's South of Market district, is a great repository of memo
ries. Originally constructed in 1868 as a bonded warehouse for t rade 
goods from Asia, the building also housed immigrants for several 
decades. It fell into disrepair between the two world wars and in 

the 1960s, was finally abandoned by the Southern Pacific Railroad. 
Scheme after scheme for reusing the massive brick structure 
appeared, but none was pu rsued. Principal Rodney Friedman of 
Fisher Friedman Associates worked on one such proposal, for retail 
and office space, as early as 1976. 

Then came a series of disasters. Two fires, one in 1988 and one 
in 1994, gutted two-thirds of the structure. The 1989 Loma Prieta 
earthquake further destabilized the building, toppling a large 
section of the north wall. Meanwhile, the warehouse changed hands 
several times as the formerly light-industrial South of Market 
area began filling up with increasingly expensive live-work lofts. 
Friedman continued to track the project and was finally hired by the 
building 's current owner, developer Reliance Properties, in 1988. 

Now, this ghost of a building has been transformed into a 
metal "warehouse for the 21st century in a 19th-century shell ," says 
Friedman. But the past still exerts such a strong presence on the 
building's present that some owners of these new lofts asked a 
med ium to put them in touch with the spirits of past occupants. 

The latest incarnation of the Oriental Warehouse is an inward ly 
turned building that not only looks back in history, but literally at the 
back of the old walls. Friedman and Project Architect David Tri t t 
kept what was left of the structure's exterior intact "as a statement 
that th is renovation was just another stage in the building's ruina
tion, only a partial reconstruction," as Tritt puts it. 

Fisher Friedman began by stabilizing what remained of the ware
house. They stripped off unstable brick, rebuilt several small areas, 
and braced the remaining wal ls. Into this more secure shell, the 
arch itects inserted 66 new 1,400-square-foot, metal-clad lofts in 
three rows along the length of the building. The central row of dou
ble-he ight units looks out at a 15-foot-long open mews, the literal 
and conceptual heart of the building. The two outer rows of units, 
meanwhile, look across similar gaps at the back of the exterior brick 
wal ls. Large openings in the outside walls allow views of the sur
rounding neighborhood through these brick ruins. The northwest 
corner even has unobstructed views of downtown San Francisco 
beyond the stabilized remnants of the north wall. 

One understands the relation between the remnants of the Oriental Warehouse 
and the new construct ion by Fisher Friedman's treatment of the exterior openings: 
T he architects set frosted glass into the exist ing ground-floor openings that let 
daylight into a new underground parking garage, while dividing the upper-level win
dows of residences into grids of clear glass set into black metal frames. Where new 
meets old, as on the west facade, one can see the clear distinction between the glass 
and steel the architects inserted and the brick they simply cleaned and stabilized . 

These efforts create a dynamic tension between old and new. The Oriental 
Warehouse looks like a reinhabited ruin, especially as the galvanized metal of the 
new structure suggests t hat the new building is only a temporary, vaguely industrial 
inhabitation of the older volume. The white-pa inted steel trusses that brace the 
original structure enhance the impression that one is witnessing an unstable situa
tion about to change. In this manner, the renovation maintains the spirit of the loft 
as the ultimate Modernist space: a functional readaptation of an industrial structure 
that is as malleable and t emporary as the lives it houses. 

Friedman and Tritt extend thi s sensibility through the detailing ot some ot the 
building's publ ic spaces. Friedman claims that they wanted to "include the same 
things Le Corbusi er wou ld have in 1928." To that end, the firm engaged local metal-
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Original north-south section 

Renovat ed north-south section 

Original bricl< 
walls and wooden 
trusses punctuate 
loft interiors 
(below and rightl. 
Steel beams, 
columns, and 
braces criss-cross
spaces once sup
ported by wood 
columns and 
trusses (facing 
page). Windows 
overlool< restored 
brick wall of origi
nal warehouse. 

working wizard Larissa Sands of South Park Fabricators to outfit 
the lobby with aluminum-and-steel doors in the shape of airplane 
wings, as well as a concrete stair that rises past glass balustrades 
and hangs with a spider's web of honed and polished steel. Sands 
continued this esthetic in awnings and fences she designed to 
define smal I individual "gardens" facing the mews. Inside the lofts, 
exposed ducts, structural steel beams, columns, and braces, and 
high-tech appliances inhabit the otherwise neutral brick- , wood-, 
and drywall-finished spaces. 

Not all the Oriental Warehouses's interiors give technology such 
an appropriate expression. Corridors are minimal , fluorescent-lit 
spaces that exude a low-budget, institutional flavor. There are no 
communal areas in this high-priced loft development. Nevertheless, 
the light and scale of the units makes one forget that there are f ew 
exterior views and the spaces are repetitive. The careful detailing of 
the building makes the promise of the exterior into a livable reality. 

The Oriental Warehouse stands in contrast to other recent work 
by Fisher Friedman, some of which abuts the Oriental Warehouse 
site. These are stuccoed monstrosities that attempt to abstract tra
ditional forms through the strainer of the vocabulary Friedman's 
mentor Charles Moore developed in the 1960s and 1970s. In contrast 

to these, the Oriental Warehouse proposes that 
the way in which buildings are put together can be 
extrapolated and used as the starting point for 
their reconstruction . The result, for all of its inter
nal contrasts, looks more natural in its setting 
than the f irm's other efforts. Fortunately, Fisher 
Friedman promises more work in this industrial 
vein. Friedman notes that loft clients prefer "t he 
ultra-techie look" of the Oriental Warehouse, 
and the project 's success has led to several new 
ground-up loft commissions in nearby Mission Bay 
and a new city hall for Emeryville across the bay. 

To Friedman, the firm is reviving the lessons of 
Erich Mendelsohn and Charles Eames, his teach
ers at the University of California at Berkeley. For 
Tritt, the Oriental Warehouse is a chance to put 
into practice the concepts he learned from Robert 
Mangurian and Craig Hodgetts 20 years ago: how 
to create a collaged sense of order out of the new 
and the old, the precious and the cast-off. The 
result is a building that rein habits a structure that 
evokes a pa lpable past with a stage set for mod
ern I iving. The Oriental Warehouse embraces the 
way technology itself has transformed that former 
world into a lighter, more open, and flexible space. 

ORIENTAL WAREHOUSE LIVE/WORK CONDOMI NIUMS 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORN IA 

CLIENT: Reliance Deve lopment Group ARCHITECT: Fisher 
Friedman Associates, San Francisco-Rodney Friedman 
(partner-in-charge), David Tritt (project designer) 
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT: Loving and Campos, Walnut Creek, 
Califo rnia LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Guzzardo A ssociates 
ENGINEERS: Cul ley A ssoci ates (structural); Marion 
Cerbatos; Tomasi (mechanical, electr ical) ; Harding Lawson 
(geotechn ical) CONSULTANTS: A rchitectural Resources 
Group (h istor ical ); Sout h Park Fabricators (metal fabri
cation); Larry Pace (construction management) GENERAL 

CONTRACTOR: Swinerton & Walberg COST: Withheld at 
owner's request PHOTOGRAPHER: Charles Callister, Jr. 
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Drawing on the Past 

Two National Park Service programs train 
students to document historic structures 
through richly detailed drawings. 

. ::;-;. 

By Micha~tMaynard 
,,.·I 

these bu ildings fQ( future genera-
With its •marble columns and lime- tions. Annually, eac.h program relies 
stone inte:t tdr; the Lincoln Memori~ I . on 80 to 120 undergriiduate and grad-
is one of W?·$'hington, D.C.'s mpst ' ' , ·uate students in'~rch itecture and 
recogniza,l::iJ,e landmarks. But in 1-991,. · r_elated disciplines.Jo spend the sum- · 
National Park Service (NPS) archi- ··. mer conducting detailed analyses of 
tects foUn~· t b~t t he 75-year-ol~' . .: ' . h'istoric sites aroun·d the country. ~· 
structure lacked detailed hl!i lding,.' , · These stude~ts produce beauti -
drawing:ithat would aid thein-in i ' fully detailed architectural drawings 
future renovations or repairn:· . ' . of houses, bridges, factories, and 

To sOIV:e the_p roblem';:{lie .a ~th-'i- , other structures that are then cata-
tects cal.led up(>,n the Historic ,' logued in the prints and photographs 
Americ~n Buildings Sdrvey (HABS), ', collection of the Library of Congress. 

a smal j ~}.visio n\~it,n,l,rtfh~' N'i;-s th ~t '; K~qw i'ng t~af sneir W?rk wi"ll b~ pr-e
speciai~ze_1hJ, developffig. an_(j er-eat- :-:-:· -$_~tv~d in ·p~rp~t~it,y gives tlie job 
Ing architectu ral drawings abd ren- "a' sense of better purpose;" says 
derings for histoti<lbui lo'i d~s-~.a:h_c{ ' ,E:i'i t ab'eth Mil.narik, a master'.s degree ·: 
structures. In s:cfri\~ in'slahc~~/f~~ .(·'.9~:~~i d .at.e ln~~rchitecture at the · ... 
structures docuine·ntedi by 'HABSand '. U'ri ive r'sity ofHlinois, Urbana-<. - : ~ · 
its counterpart,%~ 1;11 ~t6rk: : :;· ·' . i ' ~ Cti~nipa_ign, who worked on a-'J-iAER 
America.n Engineer,ln,9 Retor;d . . , tearn·in. Pennsylvania last summer.· .. ( . ;, . . 
(HAER), are on the verge ofoblivion . . . · 
or have been fdrg~tten· b; all but the· · ' Muitidi~ciplinary approa~h 
most committed/p{~'servatl~~ists'. In . '' :) r rhe HAB'.S prograrr), es'tablish~d ' 

. . I / . _r· ..... · '·' . .' '/0 
• • ' - • • _." 

other cases, sU:ch iH! the Uncdln : a§ a'federal public-wor'ks program 
M •Jmofi al ; ·:~xisti hf~fes.ign drawings _ ·for iobless'.archi.t'~cts du t ing the 

. / /' .. I .-. . •,,.._ ·.. . . ,•-' ,,.·· ~ - /I 

do notr,efl~~(w~a,t:vras·-~actually built, DepressJon, a~.d -flie t;tApR pri:igram, 
requ,iri'nt(th'e ·cre~tion of an accurate estaolished;in; j ~~9 1~y Oo.rigress as a 
set of building tfocuments. · parallel progr?mierh:phasizing engi-

HABS a~d: l:iA ~R are charged with neering, have e~olve'd into two of the 
~ecord i nglth ~ ?rphitectural history of largest summer(intetnship programs 

i ., j ! 
' ! 

_;I r 

~ ' (: 



,_,' 

in t he .federal government. Each sum
mer, 12.fo24 HABS and HAER teams, 

unde(the.supervision of professors, 

archit(;Jc tS; and historians, fan out to 

sites . sel~ded by program officials. 
Each team spends 12 weeks docu

menting the project's history through 

written research and drawings, 

Students receive an additional crash 

course in architectural history and 
drawing using measurements and 

photographs. Both programs require 
Longitudinaisection . stua'ents to submit a portfolio of their 
(fop) of Asa Packer .. wdrka s part of the application. 
Mansi!)li in JimThoriie; ·>\; '.: sbme stgdents are hired to draw, 
i>ennsylvania; drawing · 
Qfsedilia(aboverat ' whiJe 6thers are hired to conduct 

, Stateburg, SoUth ' : research . Students I ike Mi lnari k mea-
Carolina; ch.~rc~~ith '- stjred two bridges in Pennsylvania 

''detail ofSedilia post on-site and then drew their various 
(facing pag~hhoy;~ : · \'\ · ' 

cornponents in a field office. In some 
· intricate woOi!work. . · · 

\ case.s, students also work from old 
'photographs or other documents to 

. complete their record. 
'-.The detailed nature of the draw

i.ngi>, sets th~ work of HABS and HAER 

' ~pa/tfroin more banal document a-"1'': 

ti oh .. 60. l (hs~y compares the pro- , 
grarnsi ~m !J.hasis on drawing to 'i<: 
ydunb pi~hist who must first lea'1•n 
the sddle's and rote exercises before 
h~ or' she t an excel. The student 

architects in these summer programs 

"develop techniques and the ability 

to work with the building and to learn 
how to draw," comments Paul 

Dolinsky, the chief of the HABS pro
gram. "Knowing how to draw must 

become second nature." 
To appreciate the total architec

tural history of a site requires a mul

tidisciplinary approach, asserts Eric 

Delany, chief of the HAER program. 
Mark Brown, a Earlham College pro
fessor who worked for HAER as a stu
dent and later as a full-time 
employee, recognizes the value of 

such a comprehensive approach. 

Although he is an architectural his

torian, Brown says he makes it a rule 
to survey bridges with the architects 
so that they can compare its features 
together, utilizing the strengths that 
each discipline brings to the project. 

Local publicity given to the 
HABS/HAER projects often encour
ages residents to become involved. 
" That usually happens when a 
11:itional program comes in and looks 
at a building in a different way," 
maintains Dolinsky. 

While the HABS program has pri

marily focused on historic buildings, 
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.- '·th~ HAER program has ~dded a new <· :1;-1tlntsville, Al~bama, recording many 
dimension to the notion of preserva- . : .. ~ ··1t'.>t the static-testing rock.et stands 

ti on: HAER students record the roads, ',,,, \h.~{la~_rith~d the first rocket-s. ---~~: 
bridges, and industrial factories of ;~:,:i'..: .. :',c-~~-( . 

earlier eras. Measured 'ci '~arfngsl_ ;~:'<~:~ .. ~:·-~'.~~chin~~#4.k)," ; .: 
1
,, ···-" •• ., 

and written histories qf ~~·.e, textiJ9.0: /" :? vy(th gov~rnri-j\!fit'fu:nding for 

mills of .southe~n New .~h9\a_nd ; t.~~'_,·;,, ]n:~§~'two ·N~~~ pr~~ t~Jns ~arely 
. steel mills of Pittsburgh, a,nd the\. -":r/ el}°'lig~- to cC)~er the,5al,anes of the 

'f '' i ,~ .. ~·~·:· · .. \ .. _·. -·~"'-.-.'' '•:' :! . . _. ·_1~ .. -: . ' 

coal mine:s of West Vi ~!;Ji9i~ ' and ;('.~.,~:/~P-P~?,(ifhatelyJ~~'.fRlL'~irfle H
1
ABS and 

scfothwestern Pennsyl'.va~jii com{ ·· •· ... < 8.AIEl{ .eFl)p.loy~es ,; pplii'isky and 
plated by HAER ~r~ :noW\~~~~logLJ,('ck~'( : Q~L~n¥ d(~{~ry'iijd. Ai~r~ an~ more on 

HAER drawing of .at th'e-'Library of ct'.bngr~~s' ~ longs\dl3 .. , _.,, pdva:te:sou/c$5 fqdundfng. Delony 
".i fl f ·' · 1 ''')~:.. 1· / ·_,;.,... ."'°'"! :, ,·.· .. '·.::·,<'--'.''··.;·;•:·· - ·- I; .r ;:;;, , 

Mariscal Condensing .. their HABS cou,qte(,p'.ar'ts '. h . :,;;·<r·: r:ec,e r~ lyi~r:Q~ c:l & ~art~~.ts.hip with 
System{topldocu- .> Stude'nt_$i:lre 'c~~tu~ f ng%e.-''i,:<Y,~;-, tnihi~~ com:tf~n"y'execl}ttYes •to 
~~e~~:;~:;:~~:ng~s •. _ ing~~¥i,~f~i1'6 .tecb~~1 ~9i?~t hat fJ;·! (: ~~;bu~+ent tt i:~~:~i.J mini~·g c~mps . 
from ore mine in Big fi1p:dwer,ed:the cdunt\"'y ,'i n , t~f 19th .. . !)···:.,../",·· 1:0 'rQal}f:Z,atiOns such·as t~e 

:;,-~_. ,~"J l·;'.'" . . -, _,,._. ,,J I '! :1 ~ ) 1,· ' ; . i ! . :· . ,,.r·, c - ' 'il ! .. _ ~-· y . 
Bend National Par~i~", ;~f'.J~Aff9 ?Otn Fel'!t:if.iY.~·\.fiel-MY asse r.ts~ i: , · H.i:~~9ffo"Charlest,?;~/ou:ndation 

· Texas. Axong'ri-)etr1c·_-. ·> l ithat the HAER program has carved ,' 1 •••• ·' ha'.v~:had an ongoing relationship 
<abov,Me~\~JltQ~~-::i \ ,j' ' ~ ~t' a niche within the preservation :.> :·'"wi~h,.HA"s:S1With 8~000 histo ~ ic build-

; and::beam COOS f' n • Ii • " I . > .' I • ·, ;•• ; I l ,I I ',~ • • • " i .<i , rr ~f •• · • 'J · ._',j community, 'dei:n,\:rnstrat1,ng thqt · -, · .. ) ngq 1,n t~e coastal .Sout~ Carolina 
!": ·: >; .GliteH ~ A ' i.,,_.;,~/:rna~iXeryfsuch iak t~A'us~cfi n :, 1_, .. : .~cit~J rho~t qftHeil(lackirig b1,1ilding 
[ i .\ r' ",' Nat\~~a! ~~~j~·~ii-{·~'-( tb'~' tteel 'apd m1i 8 i ~g '. inoG-$tries, ~;.;,..;. ;r ··;;1.~~~. Hhss ;J playing a_ significant 
I " ''II . 1 • ' • ' ., f' ~ I I ; // • ' II ' I I ' ' ' ' '• ' . ' I ' I ' ' : I ~ ~ ;1 I\.', •. ~ :.;·> .~-.:_:.,.·1 · · I: il1 i,~r;e irjippr tant compo~ent1tof i ... ; .>.role !!1 :t~ e c:toc'u h]entati _~n ~t[ts his-
,, 1. ,1.1 .;:;.,· /,/,/_ 1' i ·,.,,//,(,> 1'. 11 • ! 11!, "' ':'/,,' t ''"""'' ,.,;i· ' c' . I · 
1 • i ~;,' .,•!"' /;_,.<: q 1• , 1 :· ! :r;,,''/ ....:rnenc'an l'.11story! · '•t· · '. ,;-_,.., .. , ., ory; ac;coruing to arter Hudgins, 
! "!"'"" /''<"' rl i " , ,.:.;,:· '" ' ,,, • , I •. ., r ~ -:·,.. - " • , , 
1 !·; ~:;;.t;?-~ ]: ! / , ! ;i ';:;'//_': j· lrst~~tj of w'~!fing to~ .~~ objeq( t~~ fol)ndatip~·s ~exe~_uti_'."e director. 

' · .. ;· :!,;,I I:]: < ; ' i I ( j-:r ;• /to' become "h~toric" DeL'ony must'. '• ' n, - ' •• /,,/ ' ' 
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Ellison's Balanced Door. 
Greater Than The Sum Of Its Parts. 

+ 
Cast bronze cl1eck and door guide assembly Cast bronze top pivot Torsion bar 

closer spring witl1 bearing 

+ + + + 
Cast bronze bottom arm Cast bronze semi-autom.atic 

fwld open device 

Cast bronze //oar box Cast bronze door 

roller guide 

Cast bronze door 

bottom pivot 

+ 

Y 
ou can open it with one fm
ger in a heavy wind. It meets 
ADA requirements without 

additional hardware, and will operate 
dependably decade afrer decade. The 
construction and finish are meticulous, 
and the door comes with a no-hassle 
"bumper to bumper" ten year warran
ty. It is the unique Ellison Balanced Door, 
a system of components engineered to 
produce flawless operation and headache 
free maintenance. 

Ellison makes every
thing-from the overhead 
check and guide assembly to the 
cas t bronze top and bottom 
arms-in one manufacturing fucil-
i ty which includes a bronze 
casting foundry. Others 
have attempted to dupli
cate o~u hardware, and 
mimic our old-world """' 
crafrsmanship. None ~. 
have succeeded. Fast com
parisons show major differences: 

Cast bronze top arm 

.09" thick stainless steel or bronze sheets 
are welded directly to an interior-tied 
subframe to form an impressive 2" thick 
door; our one piece arms are cast from 
molten bronze and then machined in our 
own shop; our exclusive concealed over
head check component provides easy 
routine maintenance. 

While the others experiment with a 
part bought here, a part made there, 
Ellison continues to design and build 
doors of unequalled aesthetic appeal and 

rugged dependability. If you've 
never had the 
opportunity to 

see or feel the 
parts that make 
the whole, let 
us bring our 
case to you. Or, 

call and request 
our package of 

complete technical 
support literature and 

a copy of our video. ellison 
Ellison Bronze, A Division of Dowcraft Corporation 
125 West Main Street I Falconer, N ew York 14733 

716-665-6522 I Fax: 716-665-5552 



Addition of six-story, 
20-foot-wide arcade 
(above, at right> is 
most visible change 
on Symphony 
Center's Michigan 
Avenue facade. 
Before and after 
drawings of main hall 
Crightl reveal how 
designers reshaped 
hall to add space and 
better deflect sound. 
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PreservationTechnolugy Raising the Roof 
To improve acoustics and functionality at Chicago's historic 
Symphony Center, SOM adds volume in all the right places. 

By Eric Adams 
In the world of concert hal I acoustics, 
milliseconds of sound travel can 
mean the difference between an aria 
and an earache. Sadly, architect 
Daniel Burnham's 1905 Orchestra 
Hall, a Beaux-A rts jewel on 
Chicago 's Michigan Avenue, has for 
most of its life been known as a 
mediocre space for sound. The hall 's 
short sound-wave reverberation 
time-longer times create richer, 
fuller sounds-made it difficult for 
performers to hear each other and 
prevented the hometown audiences 
of the world-renowned Chi ca go 
Symphony Orchestra (CSO) from 
fully appreciating its talents. 

Now Chicagoans can hear the 
CSO bright and clear. A three-year, 

$110 million renovation and expan
sion by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 
(SOM) and acoustician Kirkegaard 
and Associates completed last 
October has vastly improved sound 
quality by literally raising the roof to 
allow for longer reverberation times. 
SOM also expanded the historic facil
ity to meet the demands of a modern 

Existing auditorium 

performance hall. The firm 's work 
includes renovations throughout the 
building and the addition of new 
rehearsal and chamber music 
spaces, offices, redesigned public 
spaces, and an arcade designed to 
improve circulation.The new spaces 
are contained in two buildings-the 
Education and Administration Wing, 
housed in the renovated Chapin and 
Gore Building, and the new Artist ic 
Support Wing-connected to each 
other and Orchestra Hall by a mod
ern six-story skylit rotunda.The new 

complex has been renamed 
Symphony Center. 

Improvements and additions 
SOM had been a pro bono consul

tant for the CSO for about 20 years 

when the firm was hired in 1990to 
execute minor repairs and develop a 
master plan for a new performance 
hall at a new location. Ultimately, 
the firm persuaded the CSO that 
Burnham's Georgian Revival build ing 
on Michigan Avenue could , with 
improvements, work just as well 
and retain its historic value. 

--- · ~ "' - '.L· • · · · -,_..Ja· --r 

Restored auditorium 



In 1993, when the firm was offi
cially hired as architect and engineer 

for the restoration and new construc
tion, SOM started talking at length 

with the CSO's board members, 

performers, and Conductor Daniel 

Barenboim. They discovered, among 
other things, that the stage was too 

shallow for a modern orchestra, 
there was little support space, no 
rehearsal facility, poor rest rooms, 

and uncomfortable seating. 
But SOM Partner-in-Charge 

Robert Wesley says the facility 's 
worst problem centered around its 

acoustics: "Not only were the 
orchestra members not able to hear 
each other, which was significantly 

affecting their ability to perform, but 
the audience was hearing a much 
drier, weaker sound than they would 
if conditions were optimal." 

The building had been renovated 
and otherwise tinkered with numer

ous times in its history, and it did 
have some merits acoustically. The 

plaster wall coatings reflected sound 
well, as did the thick masonry walls. 
The hall's layout is a credit to 
Burnham 's talents as a performance 

hall designer. "Despite the difficul

ties and problems, the fact is that 
Symphony Center is a beautiful 

bu i lding with a warm, intimate per
formance hall," says Project Man

ager Brian Jack. "Our cha I lenge was 

to make the necessary improvements 
but keep that original character." 

Increasing volume 
The thrust of the acoustical prob

lem centered on low reverberation 
times caused by inadequate interior 

volume. "This causes music to arrive 
at t he audience too soon," explains 

Dawn Schuette, Kirkegaard's project 
manager, "so the individual sounds 
don 't blend well together." 

Acoustician Larry Kirkegaard 
determined that the reverberation 
time within the hall-the amount of 

time sound takes to bounce off the 
roof and arrive at the audience-was 
1.2 seconds and that it needed to be 
at least 1.8 seconds, which is an aver
age for most modern concert halls. 
To get that time, more volume had 
to be added. The two design firms 
decided that the best way to do 
that would be to raise the roof. 

The original roof only rose 10 feet 

above the stage shell, which is built 
of perforated metal to allow sound 

transmission. To increase the hall's 
volume, SOM designed a new roof 20 

feet, at its highest, above the finished 

ceiling, which remained at the same 
height. A new truss system supple

ments the existing truss and roof 
support system, but old heating, ven
tilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) 

equipment was removed and new 
systems were installed in the adja
cent support building. 

This relocation also solved the 
problem of noise from the mechani
ca l systems hampering acoustical 
performance. Fans and a cooling 
tower above the stage, for example, 
had to be shut down during record

ings, but had to keep running during 
performances because the hall 
became too hot. When SOM and 
Kirkegaard relocated all HVAC equip

ment to the renovated support build
ing behind the main hall, the 
structurally independent building 
absorbed nearly all vibration and 
sound from the mechanical systems. 
Extra-large, 6-foot-diameter primary 

Controversial addi
tions of adjustable 
acoustical canopy 
and terrace seating 
behind stage change 
character of attend
ing symphony. 
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Stage increased in 
depth by 35 feet to 
accommodate larger 
modern orchestras. 
Other interior 
dimensions were 
unchanged, although 
roomier seating 
arrangements 
increase comfort 
levels. 

ducts circulate air noiselessly at low 
velocity into the truss space above 
the performance hall. 

Chai lenges faced by the design 
team, which included Senior 
Designer Leigh Breslau and Senior 
Technical Architect Nancy Carreon, 
were as much about schedule as they 
were structure. The CSO's season 
could not be shortened or interrupted, 
so when the symphony wasn't per
forming, the construction team bu i lt 
the new roof over the existing roof. 
Then, last summer, just months 
prior to the hall's reopening, the 
newly covered old roof was finally 
taken down. 

Other factors affecting sound 
quality within the hall were 
addressed. After increasing the vol
ume, the designers turned to side 
and rear wall shapes, which they 
"pinched" to reflect sound better. 
Materials selection also played a 
critical role. "Every detai I tor every 
surface has a reason for being what 
it is because of acoustics," Wesley 
says. Plaster ornamental wreaths 
on the proscenium arch were recast 
in perforated aluminum to reflect 
sound better, seat cushion fabric 
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and thicknesses were adjusted, and 
the plaster depth on exposed wall 
surfaces was increased to between 
2 inches and 4 inches. 

Among the main hall 's most visi
ble interventions was the addition of 
a 7-ton steel and glass acoustical 
canopy above the stage. The canopy 
was designed to deflect sound back 
onto the orchestra and out into the 
audience. The 40-foot-wide, 30-foot
deep structure relies on clear, lami
nated acoustical glass reflectors to 
contro l sound direction. It can be 
raised or lowered, as required by 
different types of performances, by 
a complex winch system above the 
stage. During jazz performances, tor 
example, the canopy can be raised 
almost to the ceiling because the 
music is already very loud and clear. 
For a string quartet or a solo vocalist, 
the canopy will hover on ly a few 
meters above the stage. 

The board was at first concerned 
with the visual impact of the canopy 
and was hesitant to approve it. But 
when t hey did and heard the differ
ence after the hall 's October 4 
reopening, their opinions changed. 
"After they saw how well the canopy 

worked, the board became its biggest 
fan ," Wesley says. 

Other improvements 
The center also had a reputation 

tor being uncomfortable tor its 
patrons. The chairs were too narrow 
and leg room was minimal. SOM 

increased chair widths from 19 
inches to 21 inches, on average, 
throughout the hall and added up 
to 4 inches between rows. 

These added dimensions, howev
er, cut the number of seats in the hall 
from 2,310 to 2, 110. To compensate 
tor lost seats, which could have rep
resented major revenue losses, the 
designers added a terrace behind the 
main stage for an additional 200 
patrons and the occasional chorus. 
Although such terraces are rare in 
the United States, they are common 
in Europe. "There was a lot of debate 
over this ," Wesley says. "The board 
didn't want the audience being so 
close to the orchestra and the con
ductor, who might become nervous 
because of this proximity." 

In the lobby areas on each of si x 
floors, the architect refurbished car
peting, all wood detailing, and re-ere-



ated brass lighting fixtures that had 
deteriorated beyond repair. A top
floor social room belonging to the 
famous, recently folded Cliff 
Dwellers Club was converted to pre
concert space for the conductor, fea
tured performer, and guests. On the 
second floor, a ballroom was also 
restored to be used for small perfor
mances and lectures. 

Throughout the building, all of 
Burnham's original structure was 
retained. Structural engineer Stan 
Korista attributes this to the strength 
of the original design. "The hall was 
built at a time when people were 
transitioning from all masonry to a 
mix of steel and masonry," Korista 
explains. "We found things to be in 
quite good shape and were able to 
retain all the original foundations. 
The new roof work, however, stands 
on new foundations." 

More support spaces 
Orchestra Hall has historically 

lacked adequate support space and 
room for other music-related activi
ties. SOM's 250,000-square-foot addi
tion to the facility, however, nearly 

t riples the center's usable space. To 
the west of Orchestra Hall is the six
story, 138,000-square-foot Artistic 
Support Wing, which includes the 
300-seat Buntrock Hall for chamber 
music. The wing also houses the relo
cated mechanical equipment in the 
top two floors, storage and archive 
rooms, and offices. The adjacent si x
story rotunda, finished in white and 
dominated by an atrium with a 
curved stair reaching from the first to 
the second floor, provides circulation 
between the three main structures. 

The Education and Administra
tion Wing to the north of the rotunda 
is housed in the fully renovated 
62,0000-square-foot Chapin and Gore 
Building, a dark red brick landmarked 
structure designed in 1904 by Richard 
E. Schmidt and Hugh M.G. Garden. 
The building originally held a whole
sale and retail liquor distributor. The 
CSO annexed the building in 1991 to 
house the Eloise W. Martin Center 
(an educational center also known as 
Echo), a restaurant, and staff offices. 

The additions are all situated 
behind Orchestra Hall and don't 
detract from the historic Michigan 

Existing east-west section 
through main hall 

0 mechanical systems 

8 truss zone 

0 support space 

0 stage shell 

e acoustical canopy 

0 stage 

0 arcade 

0 offices 

0 lobbies 

~ roof 

fD cooling tower 

f) donors' club 

G> rehearsal space 

Renovated east-west section through main hall 

Existing north-south section through lobbies and main hall Renovated north-south section through lobbies, main hall, and new support spaces 
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New six-story skylit 
rotunda !rightl 
connects Orchestra 
Hall to support 
spaces and education 
and administration 
functions; new 
arcade (below right! 
fills gap between 
orchestra hall and 
adjacent building to 
north and im11roves 
circulation; Buntrock 
Hall (bottom) was 
created in support 
wing for rehearsals 
and chamber music 
performances. 
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Avenue facade. The only change 
visible from that side is a new 20-
foot-w ide, six-story arcade, which 
connects to the Borg-Warner Bu i ld
ing to the nort h and which matches 
Burnham 's original red-brick facade. 
The arcade allows for more circula
tion during intermissions and before 
and after performances. 

Much fanfare 
Construction continued until 

the day of the first performance on 
October 4, but Symphony Center 
opened on time and to much acclaim. 
Though all involved seem satisfied 
with the result, more improvements 
are desired.T he city has already 
offered f unds to fully restore the cor
nice and the t erra-cotta decoratiqn of 
the Chapin and Gore Bu i lding, which 
could only be given remedial atten
tion during t he last restoration 
phase. Additionally, the orchestra 
hopes to raise another $35 million for 
an additional performance hall to be 
built in place of the adjacent Borg
Warner Build ing. 

But until t hat time, Chicagoans 
will certainly be satisfied with what 
they have: a performance hall that 
has been upgraded from mediocre 
to one of the world's finest. 

SYMPHONY CENTER 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

CLIENT: Chicago Symphony Orchestra 
ARCHITECT: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, 
Chicago-Robert L. Wesley (project part
ner), Brian M. Jack (project manager), 
Nancy S. Carreon (senior technical archi 
tect), Leigh S. Breslau (senior designer), 
D. Stanton Korista (director of structural 
eng ineering) , Ray J. Clark (engineering 
partner), Ron Johnson (project structural 
engineer) CONSULTANTS: LaSalle Partners 
(program manager); Kirkegaard & 

A ssociates (acoustics); Claude Engl e & 

Associates; Jules Fisher/Joshua Dachs 
A ssociates (lighting); Soil Testing Services 
(geotechnics); SAKO & A ssociates (secu
rity) ; Hyg ienetics Environmental (environ
mental); Patrick Monahan & Associates 
(communications); Carbone Smolan & 

A ssociates (signage and graphics); Blue 
Pl ate Catering (catering); Jeff Weiler 
(organ); Country Roads (seati ng) GENERAL 

CONTRACTOR: Turner Construction COST: 

$70 million PHOTOGRAPHER: Jon Miller, 
Hedr ich Blessing 
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East-west section through support spaces and rot unda 



An investment in beauty and long life 

TCS® 
terne-coated stainless steel roofs 

helping create a farm-like environment 
More than 310,000 square feet of TCS-terne-coated 

stainless steel roofing cover the 22 buildings 
of the new U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. 

This National Conservation Center, designed to be 
an exceptional learning place for the natural resource 

conservation professional , is located on a 538-acre campus 
4 miles outside Shepherdstown , West Virginia. 

KCF-SHG Architects modeled the buildings after 
local farm buildings so that they blended with the rolling 

countryside as a partner to it. Aiding this partnership 
is the dull gray finish which the TCS will weather to

a surface which will never require painting. 

This Follansbee metal offers not only beauty but the 
promise of longevity unmatched by any other roofing metal. 

We will be happy to send you substantiating evidence. 
Call us toll-free at 1-800-624-6906. 

Follansbee also produces 
TERNE IT® -ZT®-coated carbon steel 

(VIROTIN®) 
TCS IT® -ZT®-coated stainless steel 

(VI ROM ET®) 

I 
-.; 

Job Site Architects: 
KCF-SHG Architects, Washington , D.C. 
General Contractors: 
West Virginia Corps of Engineers and 
Centex Construction Company 
Roofing Contractor: 
James Myers Roofing Company, 
Beltsville, MD 

creating outstanding roofing metals for more than a century 

Visit our Website: 
folrfg .lbcorp.com 

FOLLANSBEE® 
FOLLANSBEE STEEL • FOLLANSBEE, WV 26037 

Our E-Mail address: 
folrfg @lbcorp.com 



Practice Writing a Winning Proposal 

Show your prospective clients you know what 
t hey need-without going overboard. 

By Elizabeth Padjen 

Proposal : The very word conjures 
a state of combined stress and opti
mism-and a f inancial hit roughly 
equivalent to the cost of a good dia
mond. How can you be sure that your 
firm's overtures will be accepted? 

Proposals today are far more 
sophisti cat ed than they were even 
five years ago, reflecting trends 
toward keener competition, cheap 
desktop technology, and smarter 
clients. And whi le some market ing 
departments in architectural firms 
view proposals as an end in them
selves, it's import ant to remember 
their real purpose: to secure an 

Holmes. " If you don 't address the 
specific needs of the client, you're 
wasting your time," he adds. The 
degree to which a proposal responds 
to client concerns and shows a grasp 
of their unique issues wi ll determine 
success. The architect's task is to 
identify those needs, not only in the 
building project, but also in the pro
posal itself. Unsophisticated clients 
embarking on their first construction 
project may respond favorably to 
proposals that educate them on the 
process, and they are more likely to 
be swayed by flashy graphics. More 
experienced clients can be sensi t ive 
to condescension and are more likely 

YADDA, YADDA, YADDA-the things architects say that 
breath-they've heard it all befor . "We enjoy working 
"We listen to what you need."... "We love collaboration." ... 

invitation to an interview. "You don 't 
win a project with a proposal," notes 
Richard Holmes, vice president of 
The Hillier Group in Princeton, New 
Jersey. " You win a place at the inter
view table." A proposal may be a 
client's f irst introduction to your firm, 
and resources spent on producing 
a superior document can pay off. 

" It's a little test," says Allison 
Hecht, market ing manager of Kohn 
Pedersen Fox Associates in New 
York City, where clients ask: " Can 
you respond quickly with a good 
product? Can you follow directions?" 
Ellen Watts, marketing director 
ofTsoi/Kobus &Associates in 
Cambridge, Massachuset ts, believes 
that proposals also have long-term 
importance: "Whether you win 
the job or not, you are building the 
foundation for a future re lationship." 

What is the key to success? 
"One word : customizing," answers 

to focus on the design and construc
tion process. 

Public-sector clients are account
able to the public, which will affect 
how they scrutinize proposals. 

" Government selection is biased 
toward a conservative viewpoint," 
notes management consultant 
Paul Nakazawa of Pearson Egan 
Nakazawa, who has served on 
several public selection boards. 
"Experience and competence are 
germane to the selection.'' 

Among the most signifi cant 
trends affecting clients' reception 
of proposals is the emergence of 
professional project managers, on 
staff and especially as outside 
consultants. "The audience for a pro
posal is no longer just the end user," 
observes Mitchell Cohen, senior vice 
president of Griswold, Heckel & Kelly 
Associates (GHK) in Chicago. Cohen 
finds that good client advisors effec-


